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1.0

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Municipal stormwater management responsibilities are growing in Pennsylvania and across the MidAtlantic region. Water quality regulations, residents’ expectations, and the frequency of flooding events
are increasing. Pottstown’s stormwater program is challenged to address these mounting issues. In
addition, the Borough performs regular operation and maintenance of the existing stormwater network,
enforces Borough water resource regulations, and administers grants that support stormwater projects.
Pottstown also understands that there
are two long-term issues that need
updated strategies for action: (1) its
aging
stormwater
conveyance
infrastructure and (2) the set of
property owners who discharge wet
basements into the sanitary system, the
storm sewers, or the public right of way.
The Borough has a rich history and a mosaic of land development that has occurred over centuries. The
result of this is that today there are a great variety of stormwater needs to be addressed, some structural,
others programmatic; some requiring near-term fixes, others need attention at the ten-year horizon and
beyond. Some of the services delivered are Borough-wide (i.e. stormwater permit compliance,
maintenance of storm sewer inlets, managing responses to citizen issues, street sweeping) while other
stormwater services are specific to a neighborhood or district (i.e. stone arch culvert stabilization, storm
sewer extension, pump station maintenance).
This Master Plan addresses all of Pottstown’s various stormwater services and needs, and provides a longterm, comprehensive strategy for stormwater management; one that accounts for historic issues and the
inter-connectivity with the community’s sanitary sewer system. This approach is enabled by the
partnership between the Borough and the Authority, working together on water resource issues.
Municipalities are finding that greater cooperation on water resource issues and coordinated, long-term
planning leads to more proactive and cost-effective services to residents and business owners. This Plan
documents the Borough’s:
► Current Stormwater Program - 2 dozen services totalling $500K in 2015;
► Stormwater Responsibilities and Gaps - stone arch culverts maintenance, inflow and infiltration, and
neighborhoods with insufficient storm sewer service;
► Prioritized Improvements and Services - categorized into tiers projected over a decade;
► Funding & Implementation Options Analysis - the General Fund, a user fee, and secondary methods
such as regional cooperation, grants, and partnerships; and
► Spatial Data Recommendations - the ability of existing data to support a stormwater user fee.
The Plan concludes with a set of seven recommended Next Steps that will set a path towards a stormwater
program that is achievable in scope and pace, sustainably funded, and integrated with the Borough’s
multiple infrastructure and water quality responsibilities. Listed below, these next steps are based on the
premise that the Borough should continue current services and implement a stormwater user fee to
sustainably support all stormwater management activities for which it is responsible.
► Engage Stakeholders
► Educate the Public
► Assess Billing Systems
► Determine Legal Framework & Draft Ordinances/
► Digitize Impervious Area & Define Rate Structure
Agreements
► Define Stone Arch Culvert Strategy
► Refine Future Program
Pottstown Borough Authority
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2.0

CURRENT STORMWATER PROGRAM

2.1 Purpose
The purpose of this section is to provide Pottstown Borough with an overview of Pottstown’s existing
stormwater management program, including a summary of current staff responsibilities and current costs
related to stormwater management in the Borough. By understanding the current state of the
stormwater program, the Borough will be able to make informed decisions about their future Stormwater
Master Plan, and prioritize their goals to better meet the current and future needs of the property owners,
as well as, address growing and aging infrastructure and regulatory compliance needs. The Stormwater
Master Plan provides direction that assists in addressing the Borough Authority’s historic infiltration and
inflow issues.
2.2 Background
Pottstown Borough is an urbanized municipality that encompasses 5.2 square miles in Montgomery County,
Pennsylvania along the Schuylkill River. The Manatawny Creek and the River have helped shape how land was
developed in and around Pottstown Borough. With the River and rail lines providing important ties to the
region, the Borough grew as an important industrial and metropolitan center. At its peak in 1960, the Borough
was home to over 26,000 residents. According to the 2010 U.S. Census, the Borough has a population of
22,377 residents.
Pottstown Borough is one of eight members of the Pottstown Metropolitan Regional Planning Commission.
The regional group was created to establish a plan for smarter growth and development while preserving
the existing character and history of the member municipalities. The 2014 Regional Plan states:
“Pottstown has recently begun to see population figures level off and both population and
employment numbers are projected to grow in the upcoming years. Despite its history and
current challenges, the borough also possesses unique opportunities to help grow and
revitalize Pottstown.”
The Regional Comprehensive Plan defines four specific growth opportunities for the Borough:
► Business/Industrial Infrastructure;
► Recreational Amenities;
► Cultural, Educational, and Institutional Amenities; and
► Main Street District and Distinctive Character.
Pottstown Borough is in the process of working with the Montgomery County Planning Commission to draft
a Sustainability Plan. The Sustainability Plan, while separate, will complement the Stormwater Master Plan.
The Borough also updated their Act 167 Stormwater Management Ordinance in 2014. This ordinance
establishes stormwater management requirements for water quality and quantity that must be employed by
property owners during the land development process.
Water and Sewer services are provided by the Pottstown Borough Authority. The Authority owns a water
treatment facility that is operated by the Borough’s Utilities Department. The sanitary collection system
is maintained by the Borough’s Public Works Department. The treatment facility is a regional facility
servicing neighboring communities including Lower Pottsgrove, Upper Pottsgrove, and West Pottsgrove
Townships.
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The Public Works Department operates and maintains the Borough-owned stormwater management
infrastructure. The GIS shapefiles present both public and private stormwater conveyance and management
features that include over 90 miles of street, 1751 storm inlets, 129 storm manholes, 84 outfalls, and 7
stormwater Best Management Practices (BMP). One stormwater pump station helps to mitigate flooding and
discharge floodwaters into the River. Of the 49 miles of storm sewer that exist in the Borough, approximately
6.5 miles make up four systems of stone arch culverts that were built as the Borough developed (Figure 1).
Three of these culvert systems discharge to the Schuylkill River; the westernmost system discharges to the
Manatawny Creek. In total, these four system intersect with the public right-of-way (ROW) over 50 times.
Approximately 20% of the total stone arch culvert length is under the public ROW, the rest is located under
private property. Since 2012, the Borough has used grants to increase the ability of crews to access two of
these four culverts.
Figure 1.

Pottstown’s Stone Arch Culverts

There are areas of the Borough that are not served by underground stormwater conveyance infrastructure.
In these neighborhoods and districts, runoff flows across private property and into the public ROW. Once in
the ROW, runoff typically flows down the system of curbs and gutters until it reaches a storm sewer inlet.
The Borough is classified by the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection (PADEP) as an
owner/operator of a Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4). Pottstown is authorized to discharge
from its MS4 to waters of the state through compliance with the requirements of the MS4 General Permit.
Under the permit, the Borough is required to reduce pollutants from the outfall discharge to the maximum
extent practicable, provide educational outreach to the public, and employ good housekeeping practices
at Borough-owned facilities.
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2.3 Data Collection Method
Through a series of interviews, site inspections, a comprehensive stormwater program questionnaire, and
a review of existing source documents (i.e. GIS files, capital improvement plans, budgets, grant
applications/awards, MS4 annual reports, and existing ordinances), a snapshot of the Borough’s Current
Stormwater Program was developed. The initial three meetings with Borough leadership occurred in the
Fall of 2015.
► October 2015 Kick-off Meeting. Borough Manager/Authority Director, Authority Engineer, Public
Works Director, and the Assistant Borough Manager provided input on the general goals for the
project and the guiding principles of the stormwater program.
► November 2015 Current Services Interviews. Public Works Director, Authority Engineer, Licensing &
Inspection Director, and the Utilities Administrator provided details of current stormwater services
and responsibilities.
► December 2015 Field Tour. A field tour of the Borough was completed, with the Public Works
Director, to document the Borough’s most critical elements of the stormwater conveyance system,
flood controls, and green infrastructure.
This section presents a summary of how stormwater-related programs and activities that are conducted
across departments, and at times, by others outside of the local government. Following the data
collection process, the stormwater program activities were categorized into the following four
programmatic Cost Centers:
► Administration, Plan Review, & Inspection;
► Infrastructure Operations & Maintenance;
► System Mapping & Assessment; and
► Capital Improvements & Equipment.
By organizing Pottstown’s costs into these Cost Centers, local leaders can more effectively calculate the
cost of stormwater management activities, funding sources, how funds are dispersed, and the multiple
Borough departments that play a role in implementation of stormwater services. Having this overview of
all existing services and the corresponding level of effort is critical to understanding:
► How services are currently delivered to the community;
► Who is providing them;
► What are the required resources and turnaround time; and
► What are the known and perceived needs?
Additionally, this information is helpful in educating the community, stakeholders, and decision makers
about the existing program and to develop a compelling case for changes to the program should the
Borough leadership choose to do so.
2.4 Stormwater Management Organization Structure
Responsibility for the Borough’s stormwater related services are currently concentrated in the Borough’s
Public Works and the Administration Departments. The Utilities Department along with the
Licensing/Inspections Department also have direct responsibilities for stormwater-related activities. The
Borough’s stormwater management organization structure, showing the Departments involved and
associated staff, is detailed in Figure 2.
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Figure 2.

Stormwater Management Organization
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2.5 Current Stormwater Management Activities
This section provides a brief description on the Borough’s various stormwater management activities,
categorized by the four functional Cost Centers listed above. This alignment by Cost Center will help to
organize the short and long-term modifications to the current services for inclusion in the Stormwater
Master Plan.
2.5.1 Cost Center: Administration, Plan Review, & Inspection
► Land Development Plan Review. The Borough contract engineer reviews stormwater management
plans that are required to be submitted prior to the commencement of any regulated activity or in
conjunction with the submission of a subdivision/land development application. This includes a
review of compliance with the Act 167 Plan, the provisions of Chapter 26 Section 26-201 through 26276 and all other applicable ordinances contained within the Pottstown Borough Code. The Authority
Engineer assists in plan review as necessary. The cost of this service is generally covered by permit
review fees and escrow deposits made by the developer. The Borough administers the issuance of
building permits and maintains the database.
► Land Development Inspections. Site inspections of the collection systems and stormwater facilities
are typically conducted by the Borough’s Engineering Inspector and the Public Works Director. Post
construction stormwater management BMPs and associated Maintenance Agreements are a
requirement of the Borough’s Stormwater Ordinance (last adopted in 2014 as Part 2 of Chapter 26:
Water of the Borough Code, Ordinance 2125) and applies to all regulated construction activities.
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►

►

►

►

►

Developers or landowners must provide as-built plans of all stormwater management BMPs to the
Borough. The Borough has the ability to access and inspect all BMPs approved under the Stormwater
Ordinance.
Erosion & Sediment Control. The Borough communicates with the Montgomery County Conservation
District (MCCD) about that agency’s services reviewing erosion and sediment control plans associated
with earth disturbance activities and performing construction site compliance inspections.
Property Owner Response. Complaints related to stormwater and conveyance infrastructure are
logged in to the Borough’s administrative offices and generally referred to Public Works for followup.
MS4 Compliance. The Assistant Borough Manager administers the MS4 permit requirements, which
includes six minimum control measures and a plan to address PCB from historic land uses. The
Borough Engineer submits an MS4 annual report and bi-annual progress report to PADEP. In
September 2014, the Borough provided their Year 11 Progress Report as required by the Borough’s
NPDES General Permit.
Public Education. The Borough conducts an outreach and education program annually following the
guidelines of DEP’s MS4 program. The Assistant Borough Manager utilizes a newsletter, website,
social media, meetings, and other informational literature to reach the general public and business
communities. The Borough Public Works Department coordinates an inlet stenciling program to
educate people not to dump anything into stormwater inlets.
Grant Writing & Management. The Assistant Borough Manager is responsible for seeking additional
funding for stormwater improvement projects through grant opportunities. Grant sources in the past
have included USEPA, the US Department of Housing and Urban Development’s Community
Development Block Grants, and the Schuylkill River Heritage Area. Grants awarded for stormwater
projects in Pottstown include those shown in Figure 3. Details for each project are provided under the
Capital Improvements & Equipment cost center.

Figure 3. Grant Awards
Year
Grantor
Awarded
2006
US EPA FY 2006 Special
Appropriation Act Grant

2009

US Dept. HUD & Montgomery
County (CDBG)

2014

US Dept. HUD & Montgomery
County (CDBG)
Schuylkill River Heritage Area

2014

Project
17 manholes to allow
access to stone arch system
and make repairs
(Construction)
Creation of access points
and to rehabilitate stone
arch culverts
Stone Arch Culvert Project:
continuation of Phase 2
Water Quality Inlet at
Beech and Franklin

Total Project Cost
(including match)
$246,400

$200,000

$220,000
$40,000

► Local and Regional Planning. The Borough continues to cooperate on planning efforts regionally and
adopted an update to the Pottstown Metropolitan Regional Comprehensive Plan in 2014. This Plan
was originally adopted in 2005 by the Borough, two Chester County Townships, and five Montgomery
County Townships. The Assistant Borough Manager acts as the liaison between the municipality and
the Montgomery County Planning Commission as they formulate a Sustainability Plan that will include
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water resources and urban greening elements. That plan is expected to be complete in the third
quarter of 2016.
2.5.2 Cost Center: Infrastructure Operations & Maintenance
► Public BMP Operations & Maintenance. Mowing of vegetated surface stormwater BMPs (Figure 4)
and surrounding areas is completed on a bi-weekly schedule by contractors hired by the Borough.
Other maintenance activities of Borough-owned stormwater BMPs are performed by the Public Works
Department on an as needed basis.
Figure 4. Borough-Owned Stormwater BMPs
ID
Ownership
Location
1 Pottstown Borough Authority
500 N Warren Street
2 Pottstown Borough Authority
Armand Hammer Blvd.
3 Pottstown Borough
1299 Glasgow St.
Airport
South End
4 Pottstown Borough
1299 Glasgow St.
Airport
North End
5 Pottstown Borough
Borough Plaza
138 E High St.
6 Pottstown Borough
Borough Hall
100 E High St.
7 Pottstown Borough
New Borough Garage
25 Prince St.
8 Pottstown Borough
Manatawny Greens
71 W High Street

BMP Type
Dry Detention
Dry Detention
Dry Detention with low
flow channel
Wet Detention

Underground Detention
Underground Detention
Detention
Rain Garden
Paving grid grass
surfaced underdrain

► Stormwater Conveyance Operations & Maintenance. Public Works is responsible for maintaining the
Borough-owned stormwater conveyance system. General maintenance activities include inlet
cleaning and removal of debris, storm sewer pipe clean out, and inlet structure re-bricking.
Maintenance is performed on an as needed basis following complaints from property owners or
following identification of need by Borough personnel performing other duties. The Borough responds
to maintenance issues on private property on a case by case basis.
► Minor System Replacement. Public Works crews repair and replace catch basins and inlets on an asneeded basis. The need for minor system replacement happens infrequently. If a failed situation
should occur the Streets Crew has some capacity to perform the replacement.
► Routine Equipment Maintenance. Public Works Mechanic performs maintenance on Borough
vehicles from all departments, including those used in stormwater related activities. Figure 5 presents
the list of Borough-owned equipment that have a role in the implementing stormwater management
activities, and the percentage of their use committed to those activities.
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Figure 5. Stormwater Related Vehicles & Equipment
Vehicle
50
51
56
59
60
61
65
66
67
69
70
71
77
78
79
81
82
83
88
89
91
92

Year
2007
2010
1998
2011
2012
2012
2011
2008
2008
2002
2011
2015
2010
2010
2012
2011
2015
2011
2011
2003
2010

Make/Model
CHEVY 2500HD 4X4
FORD F-350
CHEVY 1500
CHEVY 2500HD 4X4
CHEVY 3500 4X4
CHEVY 2500 HD 4X4
FORD F-150
CHEVY 2500HD 4X4
GMC ENVOY
PREMIER 6'X12' TRAILER
WOOD CHIPPER TRAILER
DYNAPAC CC900G ROLLER
CHEVY TAHOE 4X4
JD 310SJ BACKHOE
JD 210LJ LOADER
CHEVY COLORADO
FORD F-250
CHEVY 3500 HD 4X4
FORD F-250 KING CAB
CHEVY 3500 HD 4X4
FREIGHTLINER FL70
FORD E-350 TV VAN

Percent
Stormwater
8%
8%
8%
8%
8%
8%
8%
8%
9%
8%
8%
8%
10%
8%
8%
8%
8%
8%
8%
8%
8%
8%

► Emergency Preparedness. Public Works positions barricades prior to large storm events in case
roadways are flooded and impassable. Public Works assists in the set-up and removal of these
barricades when necessary and in the clean-up of debris left by floodwaters by manually sweeping
the streets. During winter months the Streets Crew must salt daily in areas where runoff freezes on
the roadway.
► Pump Station. The Borough operates the College Drive Pump Station. This pump station is used to
prevent flooding of the transportation network at the west end of Industrial Highway. The pump
manages groundwater and surface water and discharges to the Schuylkill River. Pump controls were
recently upgraded to allow for remote monitoring and control. Yearly maintenance and electric costs
are associated with this pump station.
► Street Sweeping & Leaf Collection. Pottstown Borough outsources street sweeping and leaf
collection/composting services. The contract requires that two collection cycles occur annually. The
Public Works Director is responsible for service contracts oversight. This service is currently funded
through a settlement agreement with a separate trash hauler. Once the funding from the agreement
ends in 2Q 2017, the Borough will need to decide on if this program continues and the source of
funding. Public Works personnel participate by posting no parking signs on the street sweeping route
prior to sweeping activities.
► Illicit Discharge Detection & Elimination. Public Works is responsible for the Pottstown Borough’s
Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination (IDDE) Program, which was developed in response to MS4
permit requirements and is implemented by the Engineering Inspector. According to the Borough’s
MS4 compliance program 84 outfalls within the Borough are to be inspected once every five years.
Pottstown Borough Authority
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Borough employees have been instructed on the proper identification of an illicit discharge. If there
is a suspicion of illicit discharge a sample of the discharge is obtained and sent to a designated
laboratory and analyzed for pollutants. Should samples come back positive, confirming an illicit
discharge, the Public Works Department will immediately investigate the situation and develop an
action plan to eliminate the discharge. Other conditions, such as excessive debris or sediment, noted
during an inspection is investigated by Public Works for proper resolution. The Borough intends on
continuing to perform inspections over the next permit cycle.
► Good Housekeeping at Municipal Facilities. Borough staff are trained periodically on good
housekeeping procedures and pollution prevention practices and standard operating procedures at
municipal facilities. Construction of a new Public Works Garage was completed in 2015 and provides
better opportunities to implement the various components of the Good Housekeeping Plan including
the proper storage of salt and other materials. The fleet maintenance activities performed on site
such as mechanical repair and vehicle washing will also consider stormwater implications. A wash bay
and an oil separator/trap system were installed as part of the construction of the new garage along
with porous pavement in the parking lot area.
2.5.3 Cost Center: System Mapping & Assessment
► Inflow & Infiltration. The Borough Authority performed an infiltration and inflow (I&I) study in 1994.
The report indicated that there was a significant inflow problem following rain/storm events among
other issues. The inflow of water to the sanitary system creates capacity problems which could result
in the wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) being hydraulically overloaded. At that time, inflow into
the sanitary sewer system was noted as a severe problem. It was recommended that surveys be
conducted including home inspections to detect connections of sump pumps to the system and to
trace sewer lines using smoke testing. Infiltration surveys, including flow isolation, televising sewer
lines, and manhole inspections were also recommended.
In 2014 a final report of the sanitary sewer system was issued. This report noted many of the same
issues as the 1994 report. A new flow meter was installed in the sanitary system in 2014. The Borough
Authority also televised 75,000 feet of sanitary sewer lines to seek out I&I issues with the completion
of this task anticipated in 2016.
Discharge to Sanitary Sewer. The current Sewer Use Ordinance (Ordinance 1840) prohibits the
discharge of sump pumps, roof down spouts, surface run-off, or groundwater to the sanitary
system unless approved by the Borough to prevent pollutant discharge. The Ordinance prohibits
new buildings from connecting floor drains below finished grade to discharge to the sanitary
system. Further, when property owners perform significant repairs to their sanitary drainage
system or when two sewage backups are reported over a two year period, property owners must
plug existing floor drain connections to the sanitary system.
Discharge to MS4. In addition to prohibiting stormwater or groundwater discharge to the sanitary
system, the Borough’s Stormwater Management Ordinance (Ordinance 2125) sets conditions on
discharge to the Borough’s MS4 which conveys runoff through pipes and swales to local water
bodies. Specifically, this Ordinance sets the requirement that roof drains and sump pumps
associated with new development discharge into an infiltration BMP or vegetated area for
treatment prior to discharge into the MS4. Some types of non-stormwater discharges are
permitted in the MS4, but must be non-contaminated per the requirements of the Ordinance.
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► Storm Sewer Map. The Pottstown Department of Public Works maintains the GIS database of existing
stormwater features. At this time the GIS shows that there are 1751 storm inlets, 129 storm manholes,
84 outfalls, and 9 stormwater BMPs mapped.
► Stormwater Studies and Plans. Since 2012, the Borough has conducted the following stormwaterrelated studies, plans, and assessments.
The intersection of Washington Street and Laurel Avenue has recently been reviewed by the
Authority Engineer (2015) to deal with the flooding issue in this location.
A 3- Year (2016-2018) Capital Improvement Plan for Stormwater Improvements was formulated
by the Public Works Director.
The Borough developed a Stone Arch Culvert Report in 2012.
2.5.4 Cost Center: Capital Improvements & Equipment
► Capital Projects. Capital investments in stormwater-related projects have been funded by the
Borough and have also received support by the State and Federal grants described above in Figure 3.
Actual expenditures vary year to year based upon funding availability. Capital projects include the
following:
The Walnut & York Street culvert collapsed in 2004 requiring an expenditure of approximately
$600K to repair.
Stone Arch Culvert Rehabilitation project was funded through an approximately $200K CDBG that
was obtained in 2012 to provide access to the Goose and Tanyard stone arch culverts. Access
points (manholes) were installed to provide access for staff or contractors to inspect and repair
failing stone arch culverts.
Funding remaining from the 2012 grant for stone arch culvert access was applied to repairing the
Grant Street culvert (poured in place concrete) that was undermined and a similar culvert repair
at Diamond and Spruce Streets.
A water quality inlet, which consists of a single vault with two chambers, was installed at Beech
and Franklin Streets in 2015. The vault receives discharge entering the storm sewer system from
six existing inlets and allows for sediment and debris to settle out before discharging downstream.
The Borough took on the project as a pilot program and will monitor the function of such to see
if additional funding for more inlets are warranted. Funding for the structural BMP was provided
through a grant awarded by the Schuylkill River Heritage Area. The Borough contributed matching
funds in the amount of $10K for a total grant award of $40K. The Borough’s Public Works
Department will monitor, inspect, maintain the device, and report on pollutant removal.
► Liquid Fuels Fund. There is not currently a Capital Improvement Plan for road improvements. The
Public Works Director is mindful of potential stormwater and utility upgrades and anticipates
coordinating certain paving projects with other utility improvements.
► Vehicles & Equipment. The Borough maintains a fleet of vehicles and equipment to perform required
public works operations and activities and purchases new equipment based on recommendations by
staff.
2.6 Current Cost of Service
Figure 6 presents the costs and full time equivalents (FTE) associated with each of the stormwater
program Cost Centers. These costs were gathered through the process of interviewing Borough personnel
and researching documents, budgets, and cost accounting tables for 2015.
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Figure 6. Stormwater Program Costs Organized by Cost Center
Functional Cost Center
FY 2015
Administration, Plan Review, & Inspection
$77,000
Infrastructure Operations & Maintenance
$210,000
System Mapping & Assessment
$0
Capital Improvements & Equipment
$219,000
TOTAL
$506,000

Personnel FTEs
0.4
0.1
0
0
0.5

Figure 7 presents how the Borough splits its stormwater-related spending between Contracted Services,
Staff Time, and Equipment Purchases. Staff time includes Public Works staff that log in property owner
complaints, clean inlets, and maintain equipment; Administrative staff that administer grants and procure
services; and the Engineering Inspector that responds to complaints and visits construction sites.
Contracted services include street sweeping, MS4 compliance services, and installation of stone arch
culvert access points. Equipment purchases related to the stormwater program in 2015 included two new
dump trucks, each of which performs stormwater-related tasks for approximately 8% of the year. The
Borough made use of four sources of funding for its stormwater activities, as shown in Figure 8.
Figure 7. Stormwater Program Costs Organized by Type

Figure 8. Stormwater Program Costs by Funding Source
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Figure 9 breaks down each Cost Center described by the same four funding sources. The following series
of observations from Figures 7 and 8 are presented here:
► The Borough relies on outside funding for 62% of the cost of its stormwater program. Half of this
funding will sunset when Waste Management completes the terms of its settlement and discontinues
payments to the Borough. These funds support leaf collection and street sweeping services.
► The costs associated with asset management (MS4 map, inflow and infiltration compliance, floor drain
disconnections) are currently accounted for as a Program Administration function of Borough
personnel. The Borough does not have an asset management program that evaluates the existing
stormwater system through a systematic assessment that gathers information about the age,
materials, and condition of the existing conveyance network.
► As sewer, water, gas, and other utilities are upgraded, the Borough coordinates its street repair
activities funded by its annual Liquid Fuels fund. This occurs 1) to stretch funding further through
coordinated repaving and utility replacement and 2) to prevent excavation within newly re-surfaced
roads. The result of this practice is that the Borough may hold off on full expenditure of its Liquid Fuels
allocation in a given year. Instead, funds are pushed forward to the next year to coordinate with the
schedule of other utility repair and replacement projects and take advantage of cost savings from joint
project implementation.
► The Borough was successful in 2015 attaining grant funds to cover nearly half of the cost of its capital
projects.
Figure 9. Stormwater Program Costs Organized by Cost Center and Funding Source
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3.0

STORMWATER RESPONSIBILITIES AND GAPS

3.1 Stormwater Responsibilities
Managing stormwater continues to grow as a fundamental responsibility of local municipalities. Pottstown
Boroughs perform a variety of services managing stormwater runoff to protect the health, safety, and welfare
of the public and to improve water quality. To fulfill the many responsibilities associated with stormwater
management, the Borough must operate and maintain the infrastructure, adopt policies addressing flood
mitigation and water quality protection, establish and enforce land use and land development regulations,
and comply with Federal and State discharge permit requirements.
3.2 Stormwater Gaps
The Borough is met with several stormwater challenges, including aging infrastructure, local and regional
flooding, continued land development in the Borough and in upstream communities, and increasing water
quality regulations. Based upon an evaluation of the Borough’s current stormwater services and
discussions with Borough personnel, it appears that a more cohesive and comprehensive program of
stormwater management services is warranted to meet the needs of the community. This Stormwater
Responsibilities and Gaps section, organized by the same Cost Centers used in the Current Stormwater
Program section (Section 2), describes where gaps exist between the current level of service and the
anticipated services that will be required in the future to meet local water resource needs.
This section functions as a foundation to help guide decisions about the preferred level of service needed
to achieve the Borough’s stormwater management and community development goals for water quality,
regulatory compliance, and infrastructure management. The gaps in program elements that are identified
here may require an increase to the current pace of activity, additional staffing support, or other
resources. Some gaps may be able to be filled in with relatively simple adjustments to existing services.
However, certain gaps will continue to expand over the next few years. For example, Municipal Separate
Storm Sewer System (MS4) permit regulations are expected to expand and infrastructure assessments
will reveal new maintenance needs. Therefore, program strategy to fill other gaps may require completely
new services and a multi-year process to achieve the preferred level of service.
The Responsibilities & Gaps Matrix (Figure 10) considers a change in program elements over a five to ten
year horizon. The Matrix takes into account that the Borough already fulfills its municipal responsibilities
by providing services for many of the elements listed. The Matrix then describes current gaps in service
and additional services to be considered.
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Figure 10. Responsibilities & Gaps Matrix
Cost Center
Administration, Plan
Review, & Inspection
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Element
Land Development Plan
Review

Municipal Role/
Responsibility
Ordered growth and
development

Land Development
Inspections
Erosion & Sediment
Control
Property Owner
Response

Enforcement of Borough
standards
Water quality protection

MS4 Compliance

Regulatory compliance

Public Education

Regulatory compliance

Grant Writing &
Management

Financial efficiency

Local and Regional
Planning

Ordered growth and
development

Program Administration

Program efficiency

Billing System & Data
Oversight

Stormwater fee processing

Property owner assistance

Existing Service Gap
Opportunities for partnering with property owners to improve how stormwater is managed for the community may be missed during the land
development plan approval process. Land development plans for new development and re-development could be reviewed for opportunities to
coordinate stormwater management efforts and provide sites for local or regional treatment of stormwater prior to discharge to local water bodies to
meet water quality and flow rate reduction goals.
None identified. Enforcement changes not anticipated.
None identified. The Montgomery County Conservation District performs review and inspection of erosion controls measures during construction.
The Borough’s current protocol for logging in stormwater complaints, identifying the Borough’s responsibility (see Storm Sewer Map), taking action to
address complaints, and documenting follow up actions could be improved to better track resources spent on stormwater issues, problem areas, and
solutions.
Pottstown Borough discharges into the Schuylkill River, Manatawny Creek, and Sprogels Run. The new 2018 MS4 permit as currently drafted and
publicly reviewed requires permittees to address each impaired water to which their MS4 discharges (see Storm Sewer Map). The new draft permit
requires the permittee to prepare a Pollution Reduction Plan for unnamed tributaries to Manatawny Creek, and comply with updates to the six
existing Minimum Control Measures. In addition, the Schuylkill River has an assigned TMDL for PCBs for which Pollutant Control Measures must be
established. The updated requirements under the draft new permit require the Borough to implement certain BMP’s aimed at reducing pollutant
discharge. These BMP’s may include installing vegetative swales, porous pavement with recharge beds, bio-retention, basin naturalization, and
increased street sweeping.
Pottstown currently performs public awareness to raise awareness about stormwater issues and change behaviors to improve water quality. If the
Borough’s stormwater program grows to address new responsibilities, a focused education program will inform the public about the Borough’s
strategies.
The Current Stormwater Program Report presents that the Borough’s street sweeping, leaf collection, infrastructure replacement, and water quality
activities have benefitted from outside funding sources and grants. If the Borough continues its success of attaining outside funding for stormwater
activities, administration may benefit from increasing capacity to write and administer grants that support stormwater projects that meet water
quality and community development goals.
Although many of the municipalities that participate in the Regional Comprehensive Plan share watersheds, the Plan does not include a regional
approach to stormwater management or infiltration and inflow issues to the sanitary system. The Borough could work together with the landowners,
neighboring communities, economic and industrial development offices, and the Regional Planning Commission to seek opportunities to install water
quality BMPs during the redevelopment of brownfields along the Schuylkill River. Such an approach may offer cost effective solutions through shared
responsibilities and water quality projects that provide a benefit to the entire watershed.
Should additional stormwater services be provided, the Borough will need to consider if current staffing levels have the capacity to administer
additional tasks (i.e. contracts, work orders, procurement) or if new staff will be required.
Should a stormwater user fee be implemented, the Borough will need to evaluate the existing billing software system, perform updates where
necessary, and create and maintain spatial data.
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Cost Center
Infrastructure
Operations &
Maintenance

Element
Public BMP Operations &
Maintenance

Stormwater Conveyance
Operations &
Maintenance

Regular maintenance of
infrastructure to ensure
proper function

Minor System
Replacement

Repair of aging
infrastructure

Routine Equipment
Maintenance
Emergency Preparedness

Upkeep of assets

Street Sweeping & Leaf
Collection

Illicit Discharge Detection
& Elimination
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Municipal Role/
Responsibility
Regular maintenance of
infrastructure to ensure
proper function

Flood preparedness and
mitigation
Regulatory compliance;
Regular maintenance of
infrastructure to ensure
proper function
Regulatory compliance

Good Housekeeping at
Municipal Facilities

Regulatory compliance

Private BMP Inspection

Regular maintenance of
infrastructure to ensure
proper function

Maintenance Plan

Regular maintenance of
infrastructure to ensure
proper function

Existing Service Gap
Pottstown does not have an inspection schedule to evaluate if publicly-owned stormwater BMPs are functioning as designed. The Borough could
develop and implement an inspection cycle for these BMPs that provide both water quality and quantity benefits. This could include formalization and
implement of standard operation procedures. Periodically, the Borough will need to perform maintenance when structures need to be cleaned or
repaired.
At the current time the Borough reacts to stormwater issues when they occur or as they are reported by property owners. Reactive response is not as
efficient or effective as a proactive approach to system management. The Borough could increase inspection, cleaning, and repair efforts to prevent
blockages and deterioration of the publically-owned system (see Storm Sewer Map) from requiring emergency action.
Without a system inventory with condition assessment, the Borough is not able to optimize system performance. Upon completion of a system
inventory and assessment (see System Assessment), the Borough could perform replacement of inlets and sections of undersized/deteriorated pipe in
a systematic, proactive approach.
The Borough could increase the frequency of preventative maintenance of equipment and vehicles in a more systematic, proactive approach to
extend service life.
None identified.
Street sweeping and leaf collection services are funded through a settlement with Waste Management and outsourced as contracted services. The
Borough could utilize information from collections to determine impact on material removed (see Stormwater Conveyance Operations &
Maintenance) and pollutant reductions (see MS4 Compliance) to adjust the frequency of service. Once funding from the Waste Management
settlement is depleted the Borough will need to make a decision on continuing the service.
Regulated outfall destination is a key element in understanding the impacts of the MS4 program and the Borough needs to confirm the number and
location of MS4 outfalls owned and/or operated by the Borough (see Storm Sewer Map). These require inspection. The Borough needs to establish
and implement a regular inspection cycle.
The new garage will have a wash bay, oil/water separator, salt storage, porous pavement, and other water management measures (see Public BMP
Operations & Maintenance). The Borough is required to train personnel on Good Housekeeping standards, prevent the discharge of pollutants to
local water bodies, and keep appropriate records of training and maintenance activities (see MS4 Compliance). The Borough is required to establish
inspection, training, and maintenance schedules to keep water clean, maintain assets, and remain in compliance.
The Borough does not have a complete inventory of the privately-owned stormwater BMPs. Upon completion of such an inventory, the Borough could
assess the condition of existing private BMPs and develop a process to add new private BMPs to the inventory as they are constructed (see Storm
Sewer Map). Using the inventory, the Borough could develop an inspection schedule and reporting system for these facilities to ensure that the
installed BMP works as designed according to the approved plan.
The Borough has no formal program that directs resources used to maintain the stormwater infrastructure. A stormwater maintenance plan, based on
a thorough inventory of current system and assessment of current conditions (see System Assessment), could provide an action plan to be performed
to ensure long-term function and protection of assets. The plan could then be reviewed periodically to determine if updates are needed to the list of
prioritized projects and to plan for future funding needs. This plan would inform activities under the following elements: Stormwater Conveyance
Operations & Maintenance and Minor System Replacement.
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Cost Center
System Mapping &
Assessment

Element
Inflow & Infiltration

Floor Drain
Disconnections

Regulatory compliance

Storm Sewer Map

Understanding of
Borough/Authority
responsibility
Long-term planning

Stormwater Studies and
Plans

System Assessment
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Municipal Role/
Responsibility
Resolve wet weather issues

Understanding of
Borough/Authority
responsibility

Existing Service Gap
During wet weather events, surface and ground water infiltrates or is discharged to the sanitary sewer collection system and transported to the
WWTP. The Authority could follow the recommendations from the Comprehensive Review of Sanitary Sewer System (2014). This report recommends a
flow monitoring program and a comprehensive Sanitary Sewer Evaluation Survey (SSES). The Authority could then use the results of the SSES to
identify the most significant I&I issues, prioritize these issues, and develop an action plan to resolve the problems. Options for the Borough include
upgrading their treatment facility to receive and treat groundwater and surface water inflow (see Water Resource Ordinances), extend storm sewers
to receive eligible discharges (see Prioritized System Extension and Replacement Plan), or develop a system of local and regional stormwater BMPs to
manage flows and quality (see Local and Regional Planning).
The Borough is not aware of the extent of the number of property owners whose floor drains are improperly connected to the sanitary sewer,
contributing groundwater and surface water to the WWTP. Clear policies and greater resources allocated for inspection and enforcement efforts could
establish a formalized program that establishes standards for floor drain making sure that floor drains are disconnected from the storm sewer system
and appropriate connections to the sanitary system, if applicable (see Water Resources Ordinances). The Borough could support these standards with
adequately funded enforcement strategies.
The current map is adequate for locating features but not complete. The current map does not clearly delineate between what elements of the
stormwater conveyance network that are publically owned and managed (the regulated MS4) and what is the responsibility of private property
owners.
The Borough has not quantified the dynamics of flows through its streams or stormwater system to better understand where problem areas are and
to look upstream to identify causes and potential solutions. Following an assessment of the stormwater conveyance system (see System Assessment),
the Borough could study watersheds to develop capital improvement projects that take into account upstream conditions and downstream flow
obstructions.
The Borough has a conceptual understanding of the current condition of the stormwater system, but has not performed a comprehensive or
systematic evaluation that could inform strategies for operations and maintenance, repair, and system replacement. Activities performed as part of
the system assessment could include televideo of storm sewer pipe, evaluation of inlets, and creation of attribute tables to join to attributes in GIS.
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Cost Center
Capital
Improvements &
Equipment
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Element
Prioritized System
Extension and
Replacement Plan

Municipal Role/
Responsibility
Long-term planning

Stone Arch Culvert
Access/ Replacement/
Repair

Repair of aging
infrastructure

Storm Sewer Extension

Public safety and water
quality

Liquid Fuels Fund

Program efficiency

Vehicles & Equipment

Program efficiency

Water Quality Inlets

Regular maintenance of
infrastructure to ensure
proper function

Existing Service Gap
The Borough has several areas where stormwater pipes do not exist, which causes runoff to flow across the road surface where it can pick up
pollutants and create public safety issues. The Borough could develop a plan to extend storm sewers to these areas that is consistent with the
Borough stormwater ordinance for allowable discharge (see Water Resource Ordinance). This plan could prioritize locations, estimate costs, and
coordinate with other projects to develop a timeline for initiation and completion of projects (see Liquid Fuels Fund). The Borough could also analyze
information gathered through infrastructure assessment (see System Assessment) and determine the adequate life span of facilities and the need for
increasing pipe capacity. Once complete, the Borough can compile a staggered replacement schedule and implement an ongoing replacement
process.
The Borough has limited access to the stone arch culverts to perform inspection, clean-out, and repair. Further, the Borough does not have a
comprehensive strategy for continued function of the culverts as they pass through the Borough, and only performs repair within the portions of the
culverts under the public ROW. The Borough could continue to add access points to the culverts to allow for their continued management of these
structures where they intersect the public ROW, including periodic inspections and as-needed maintenance. An assessment of the culverts within the
ROW (see System Assessment) could allow for the Borough to identify the most critical areas in need of attention and consider alternatives for repair,
replacement, or realignment. Most of the current work being performed on the stone arch culverts are funded through grants.
Following completion of a plan for storm sewer extensions (see Prioritized System Extension and Replacement Plan), the Borough could extend
storm sewer service in order to allow for tie-in into the system, transport runoff, and address public safety and water quality concerns. This approach
will need to be coordinated with the Borough’s stormwater ordinance (see Water Resource Ordinances) to ensure that new non-stormwater
discharges from sump pumps are not discharged to the storm sewer. Should the Borough wish to move forward with a storm sewer extension they
will need to prioritize locations, estimate costs, coordinate with Liquid Fuels and then develop a timeline for initiation and completion of projects.
Borough funding for street paving from Liquid Fuels funding is limited and the Borough coordinates paving projects with other utility improvements.
The Borough could formally coordinate road projects with stormwater projects and determine what portion of liquid fuels funding will be allocated to
stormwater management projects on an annual basis. Such coordination could enable the Borough to stretch available funding further and avoid
multiple road openings.
The Borough has identified 22 vehicles and equipment that have a role in the stormwater program. However, there is no dedicated funding in place
that is available for replacement of these assets. The Borough could prepare a plan and dedicate funding for the future repair, replacement, or
purchase of equipment and vehicles for current activities as they become used more often for stormwater management related functions.
Sediment and debris flowing off roads and private property to the storm sewer system and stone arch culverts can clog pipes and decrease capacity to
carry runoff. Further, this material can wash down into local water bodies. The Borough could review the benefits and costs associated with the water
quality inlets installed in 2015. Following this analysis, the Borough could install additional water quality inlets to treat runoff before it discharges
sediment to the stone arch culvert and pollutants to the local water body.
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4.0

PRIORITIZED STORMWATER CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS AND SERVICES

Over the course of this stormwater planning process, Borough leadership identified a list of potential
stormwater projects and services under consideration that may be added to the current program of services.
They have provided their initial thoughts on priorities. As part of the process of developing a Stormwater
Master Plan, Borough staff and the Authority engineer participated in a work session on May 9, 2016 to
discuss the future stormwater program and priority level of activities in order to provide detail of the timing
and extent of needed changes to existing stormwater services.
This section presents two prioritized lists developed through a process of interviews with staff and review of
past studies, GIS mapping, MS4 progress reports, infrastructure repair reports, and property owner complaint
logs. The first list shows the timing and pace of Capital Plans, Designs, and Improvements; the second
provides the prioritized Stormwater Services. These prioritized lists are intended to inform decisions on
how to adjust current stormwater services and establish the capital improvement plan to meet
community goals for water resource management. The lists present cost estimates and assumptions for
each element and proposed change to the stormwater program. With this information, leadership can adjust
the priority status, timing, pace, and frequency of each element to be consistent with Borough needs and
regulatory requirements. Once this adjustment is complete, the Borough can discuss the degree of required
funding to implement the plan.
Program priorities are divided into four tiers, based on timing (Years 1 through 12). Figure 11 is a summary of
the 2015 stormwater program expenditures, the estimated cost of proposed stormwater services and
projects that address priorities, and the combined total cost estimate. As proposed, projects and services that
address all of the Borough’s currently identified priorities will be underway no later than Year 10 of the new
program. This table assumes that Pottstown will continue to perform existing services at a level similar to
2015 in addition to the new services and projects. Future capital projects are described with details following
in this Section and summarized in the Proposed Program column. Stormwater-related capital expenses from
the Borough’s ongoing Liquid Fuels program are shown as remaining in the Existing Program column.
Approximately 20% of the annual Liquid Fuels State Allocation ($90K) is related to improvements to the
stormwater conveyance network (curb, gutter, inlets, pipe, outfalls).
Borough leadership envision that before they are able to add projects and services to the existing stormwater
program, they will need to establish administrative capacity to manage regional cooperation, program
revenue, expenses, and grants; perform public education about stormwater issues; and engage stakeholders
for their input on policy changes. Further, if the Borough decides to move forward with a stormwater user
fee (Section 5), additional services the Borough may need to provide could include mapping of impervious
area, billing database coordination, and costs to prepare ordinances, agreements, and resolutions. The
Borough anticipates that it will take at least a year to initiate the program before being able to address the
priorities in Tier 1. During this ramp-up stage, the Borough will generally continue stormwater projects and
activities as performed in 2015 as funding is available from the General Fund, grants, and the Waste
Management settlement. A new administrative hire, service explanations, and a preliminary schedule
associated with this ramp-up period are described in more detail in Section 7; Figure 11 presents the
conceptual cost of proposed services. Capital costs proposed for the ramp-up period are associated with the
storm sewer extensions anticipated to occur in 2017.
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Figure 11. Summary of Stormwater Program Expansion
2015 Existing
Priority Tier
Capital
Services
Current Program
$219K
$287K
Ramp-up Strategy *
$90K
$287K
Tier 1: 1-3 years
$90K
$287K
Tier 2: 4-6 years
$90K
$287K
Tier 3: 7-9 years
$90K
$287K
Tier 4: 10-12 years
$90K
$287K

Proposed Program
Capital
Services
$285K
$120K
$347K
$172K
$368K
$205K
$428K
$648K
$357K
$687K

Average Annual
Expense
$0.51M
$0.78M
$0.90M
$0.95M
$1.45M
$1.42M

* If Pottstown decides to move forward with a stormwater user fee, expenses associated
with a ramp-up strategy will include administrative, public outreach, legal, mapping,
and stakeholder engagement costs. These costs are defined in Section 7:
Recommendations and Timeline. The cost estimate for the ramp-up strategy proposed
here is the mid-point of the range of costs presented in Figure 33 for the tasks that will
likely be necessary.
There are both known and unknown capital improvement needs and service gaps; the following is a
preliminary list of projects. As Pottstown implements its Stormwater Master Plan, capital projects and
services will be adjusted and priorities will change as more information is captured about the Borough’s
stormwater responsibilities and the condition of the infrastructure network.
4.1 Capital Plans, Designs, and Improvements
As in most municipalities of similar age and development pattern, there are components of the stormwater
infrastructure that need repair. The Borough has a general understanding of most significant infrastructure
problem locations, but lack a complete system inventory. Culverts and stone arches dating back to when
landowners and the Borough first enclosed streams are failing and creating a potential threat to public safety.
Upstream development creates surcharges on the pipe networks causing flooding at intersections. The storm
sewer network is inadequate in some neighborhoods and districts, resulting in inappropriate discharge to the
sanitary system or the street system. Figure 12 presents a list of the capital plans, designs, and improvements
to meet water quality, regulatory compliance, and infrastructure management goals.
4.2 Stormwater Services
Building on the findings documented in the Current Services Report and the Stormwater Responsibilities and
Gaps Report, Figure 13 presents options and strategies to address priorities. It is assumed that the Borough’s
current services, such as operation of the storm sewer infrastructure, maintaining regulatory compliance, and
responding to property owners, will continue. The table provides assumptions about the pace, frequency,
and cost of prioritized services necessary to meet the Borough’s defined stormwater management goals.
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Figure 12. Prioritized Capital Plans, Designs, and Improvements
Item No.

Project

Gap Description

Capital Plan, Design, or Improvement Description

Tier 1: 1-3 years
1C-1
Storm Sewer
Extension - Planning
and Design

The Borough has several areas where stormwater pipes do not exist,
which causes runoff to flow across the road surface where it can pick up
pollutants and create public safety issues.

1C-2

Storm Sewer
Extension Construction

See Storm Sewer Extension - Planning and Design.

Develop a 6-year plan to extend storm sewers to underserved
areas, building on the current Borough project list. Perform field
survey, refine cost estimates, prioritize locations, and coordinate
with other capital projects to develop a timeline for completion of
projects.
Extend storm sewer service to allow for channeling flow of noncontaminated discharge into the MS4, to transport runoff, and to
address public safety and water quality concerns. Add Glasgow St
project to the 30 locations included in the Borough’s Green Book.

1C-3

Liquid Fuels Fund
Coordination

1C-4

MS4 Compliance –
Pollutant Control
Measures and
Pollutant Reduction
Plan

Borough funding for street paving from Liquid Fuels funding is limited
and the Borough coordinates paving projects with other utility
improvements and the Authority.
Pottstown discharges to two water bodies named on PADEP’s MS4
Requirements Table for Anticipated Obligations for Subsequent NPDES
Permit Term (Schuylkill River, UNT Manatawny Creek). The Schuylkill is
impaired by PCB; the Manatawny tributaries by siltation. The new 2018
MS4 permit as currently drafted and publicly reviewed requires
permittees to address each impaired water to which their MS4
discharges by preparing Pollutant Control Measures (PCM) and Pollution
Reduction Plans (PRP).

Cost Assumptions
Assume 15% of Construction

$45K
annually

Install inlet every 150 ft and at intersections, on
both sides of the street.
Install manholes every 300 ft and at bends. Cost
estimate includes demolition, installation costs
of stormwater pipes, stormwater inlets, and
stormwater manholes, and re-surfacing.
Pipe size evenly split between 24” and 36”.
Formally coordinate road projects with stormwater projects to Borough engineer - 1 week at $125/hr
develop a 3-year plan.
Define regulatory responsibility and create PCB PCM and a
Siltation PRP that establish strategies to implement BMPs aimed at
reducing PCB and sediment discharge from the MS4. PCB BMPs
could include diversion of runoff from PCB areas. Siltation
reduction BMPs could include multiple additional water quality
vaults, retrofit of existing stormwater basin, and filter strips,
infiltration basins, and rain gardens vegetated with trees and
shrubs.

Tier 2: 4 - 6 years
Storm Sewer
Extension - Planning
and Design
2C-2
Liquid Fuels Fund
Coordination
2C-3
MS4 Compliance BMP Construction
2C-4

Inlet Replacement
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$285K
annually

$5K
one time

PCB PCM (15K)
Siltation PRP (30K)
$45K
one time

Total Cost (Years 1 – 3)
Average Annual Cost
2C-1

Expansion
Cost Estimate

See Tier 1.

$1.04M
$347K
$45K
annually

See Tier 1.

$5K
one time

See MS4 Compliance – Pollutant Control Measures and Pollutant
Reduction Plan.

Implement BMPs identified in the PCB PCM and Siltation PRP.

The Borough performs minor structural maintenance on existing brick
inlets when reported by residents or staff.

Replace 5% of brick inlets annually with pre-cast structures.

Stormwater BMP – PCB ($30K)
Stormwater BMP – Siltation ($200K)
Costs include 15% design costs
1,800 total inlets
1,400 brick inlets
70 inlets x $3,500 each
Total Cost (Years 4 – 6)
Average Annual Cost

$230K
one time
$245K
annually
$1.11M
$368K
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Item No.

Project

Tier 3: 7 - 10 years
3C-1
MS4 Compliance –
Pollutant Reduction
Plans
3C-2
MS4 Compliance BMP Construction
3C-3
Inlet Replacement
3C-4

Drainage Area Study
#1

3C-5

New Stone Arch
Culvert Access

3C-6

Vehicles &
Equipment

Tier 4: 10 - 15 years
4C-1
Liquid Fuels Fund
Coordination
4C-2
MS4 Compliance –
Pollutant Reduction
Plans
4C-3
MS4 Compliance BMP Construction
4C-4
Inlet Replacement
4C-5
4C-6

Drainage Area Study
#2
Vehicles &
Equipment

Gap Description
See Tier 2.

Capital Plan, Design, or Improvement Description
Perform general updates to the PCP and Siltation PRPs.

Cost Assumptions
PCB PCM (5K)
Siltation PRP (20K)

See Tier 2.

The Borough has identified 22 vehicles and equipment that have a role
in the stormwater program. However, there is no dedicated funding in
place that is available for replacement of these assets.

Study watersheds and their flow dynamics to develop capital
improvement projects that take into account upstream conditions
and downstream flow obstructions.
Add access points to the two remaining culverts to allow for
continued management of these structures, including periodic
inspections and as-needed maintenance.
Prepare a plan and dedicate funding for the future repair,
replacement, or purchase of equipment and vehicles for current
activities as they become used more often for stormwater
management related functions.

H&H model for 1-sq mi drainage area
$30K
one time
$220K
one time
Use of vehicles used for stormwater services will
increase from 8% to 15%.
Average replacement value of each vehicle is
$40K.
Average vehicle lifespan is 10 years.
Total Cost (Years 7 – 9)
Average Annual Cost

See Tier 1.
See Tier 2.

$15
annually
$1.29M
$428K
$5K
one time

Define regulatory responsibility and create a PRP that includes
strategies to implement BMPs aimed at reducing sediment
discharge from the MS4. Perform general updates to the PCP PRP.

PCB PCM (5K)
Siltation PRP (20K)

See Tier 2.
See Tier 2.
See Tier 3.
See Tier 3.
Total Cost (Years 10 – 12)
Average Annual Cost
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$25K
one time
$230K
one time
$245K
annually

See Tier 2.
The Borough has not quantified the dynamics of flows through its
streams or stormwater system to better understand where problem
areas are and to look upstream to identify causes and potential
solutions.
The Borough has limited access to two of its four stone arch culverts to
perform inspection, clean-out, and repair within the public ROW.

Expansion
Cost Estimate

$25K
one time
$230K
one time
$245K
annually
$30K
one time
$15K
annually
$1.07M
$357K
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Figure 13. Prioritized Stormwater Services
Item #

Project

Tier 1: 1 - 3 years
1S-1
Program
Administration

1S-2

1S-3

Gap Description

Stormwater Service Description

Grant and Program Administration - Should additional stormwater
services be provided, the Borough may need to enhance capacity to
administer additional tasks (i.e. contracts, work orders, procurement).
Regional Coordination - Although many of the municipalities that
participate in the Regional Comprehensive Plan share watersheds, the
Plan does not include a regional approach to stormwater
management, MS4 compliance, or infiltration and inflow issues to the
sanitary system.
Engineering – Engineering services such as GIS management, complaint
investigation, storm sewer connection inspections, and construction
inspection and oversight will be required as stormwater services
increase.

If the Borough continues its success of attaining outside funding
for stormwater activities, increase capacity to write and
administer grants that support stormwater projects that meet
water quality and community development goals.
Administrative personnel will also support stormwater billing,
customer service and collection, and program expense tracking.
Coordinate with landowners, neighboring communities,
economic/industrial development offices, and the Regional
Planning Commission on opportunities to install water quality
BMPs during the redevelopment of brownfields along the
Schuylkill River. Such an approach may offer cost effective
solutions through shared responsibilities and water quality
projects that provide a benefit to the entire watershed.
Manage GIS, respond to landowner complaints about
stormwater issues and track resolutions, coordinate Borough
stormwater capital projects and perform construction
oversight.
Implement BMPs aimed at reducing pollutant discharge from the
MS4 by implementing the 6 MCMs. Establish target audiences for
public outreach, integrate SOPs associated with new garage,
perform employee training, inform the public about Borough
stormwater responsibilities and activities, and maintain
documentation of each activity associated with each MCM.
Delineate the features of the storm sewer conveyance network
managed by the Borough that make up the regulated MS4,
including outfalls, pipes, swales, BMPs, and inlets. Delineate the
drainage area that discharges through MS4 outfalls.

MS4 Compliance – 6
Minimum Control
Measures (MCM)

The proposed draft MS4 permit requires permittees to comply with
updates to the six existing MCMs. The new garage will have a wash bay,
oil/water separator, salt storage, porous pavement, and other water
management measures (MCM#6).

Storm Sewer Map

The current map is adequate for locating stormwater features but not
complete. The current map does not clearly delineate between the
elements of the stormwater conveyance network that are publically
owned and managed (the regulated MS4) and what is the responsibility
of private property owners.
The Borough has no formal program that directs resources used to
maintain the stormwater infrastructure.

Storm Sewer
Maintenance Plan
1S-4

Cost Assumptions
1 new administrative staff, fully loaded rate
0.5 new engineering staff, fully loaded rate

$130K
annually

Expand contract for compliance services by 60%
Alternatively, the Borough could dedicate 8 weeks
of administrative/engineering staff time to
supporting MS4 compliance activities. This
function could be added to the responsibilities of
the engineering professional hired in Item 1S-1.
Approx. 1,800 inlets and 100 outfalls exist
10% need field investigation
2-person crew, 8 features/day
LiDAR for delineation of drainage areas

Organize a stormwater maintenance plan that documents an
action plan to be performed to ensure long-term function and
protection of assets. Establish a process to review the plan
annually to determine if updates are needed to the list of
prioritized projects and activities and to plan for future funding
needs.

Tier 2: 4 - 6 years
Program
Administration
2S-2
MS4 Compliance – 6
Minimum Control
Measures
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See Tier 1.
See Tier 1.

$15K
annually

$60K
one time

$20K
one time

Total Cost (Years 1 – 3)
Average Annual Cost

2S-1

Expansion
Cost Estimate

$515K
$172K

$130K
annually
$15K
annually
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Item #

Project

Gap Description

Stormwater Service Description

Cost Assumptions

2S-3

Private BMP
Inspections

The Borough does not have a complete inventory of the privately-owned
stormwater BMPs to track if these feature maintain their function.

Inventory and assess the baseline condition of existing privateowned BMPs. Develop a process to add new private BMPs to the
inventory as they are constructed.

20 private BMPs currently exist in the Borough.
2-person crew, 2 features/day
5 weeks administrative staff time annually

2S-4

Land Development
Plan Review

Opportunities for partnering with property owners to improve how
stormwater is managed for the community may be missed during the
land development plan approval process.

5 weeks administrative staff time annually

Public BMP
Operations &
Maintenance
Floor Drain
Disconnections

Pottstown does not have an inspection schedule to evaluate if publiclyowned stormwater BMPs are functioning as designed.

Review land development plans for new development and redevelopment and coordinate stormwater management efforts to
utilize sites for local or regional treatment of stormwater prior to
discharge.
Develop and implement an inspection cycle for up to 10 publiclyowned BMPs. Perform periodic maintenance when structures
need to be cleaned or repaired.
Clarify policies and dedicate greater staff resources for inspection
and enforcement to regulate floor drain connections to the storm
sewer and sanitary systems.

2S-5

2S-6

The Borough does not have an inventory of property owners whose floor
drains are improperly connected to the MS4 or sanitary sewer.

$15K
annually
2 weeks administrative staff time annually
$10K set aside annually for periodic repairs
Ordinance revision and policy coordination
2 weeks administrative staff time annually

Total Cost (Years 4 – 6)
Average Annual Cost
3S-1
3S-2

3S-3
3S-4
3S-5

3S-6
3S-7

3S-8

Tier 3: 7 - 9 years
Program
Administration
MS4 Compliance – 6
Minimum Control
Measures
Private BMP
Inspections
Land Development
Plan Review
Public BMP
Operations &
Maintenance
Floor Drain
Disconnections
Storm Sewer System
Assessment

Property Owner
Response

Pottstown Borough Authority
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See Tier 1.

$10K
one time
$5K
annually
$595K
$198K

$15K
annually

See Tier 2.

$15K
annually
$15K
annually

See Tier 2.
See Tier 2.

$15K
annually

See Tier 2.

The Borough does not have a protocol for logging in stormwater
complaints, identifying the Borough’s responsibility, taking action to
address complaints, and documenting follow up actions.

$15K
annually

$130K
annually

See Tier 1.

The Borough has a conceptual understanding of the current condition of
the stormwater system, but has not performed a comprehensive or
systematic evaluation.

Expansion
Cost Estimate
$20K
one time
$15K
annually

$5K
annually
Complete a comprehensive assessment of the storm sewer network
in 10 years to inform strategies for operations and maintenance,
repair, and system replacement.
Determine the adequate life span of facilities and the need for
increasing pipe capacity. Compile a staggered replacement schedule
and implement an ongoing replacement process.
Expand work order software to track resources spent on
stormwater issues, problem areas, and solutions.

Televideo 5 miles (10%) of storm sewer annually
at $6/LF.
$160K
annually

$10K
one time
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Item #
3S-9

3S-10

3S-11

Project
Stormwater
Conveyance
Operations &
Maintenance

Minor System
Replacement

Routine Equipment
Maintenance

Tier 4: 10 - 12 years
4S-1
Program
Administration
4S-2
MS4 Compliance – 6
Minimum Control
Measures
4S-3
Private BMP
Inspections
4S-4
Land Development
Plan Review
4S-5
Public BMP
Operations &
Maintenance
4S-6
Storm Sewer System
Assessment
4S-7
Stormwater
Conveyance
Operations &
Maintenance
4S-8
Minor System
Replacement
4S-9
Routine Equipment
Maintenance
4C-10
Perflourinated
Compounds

Gap Description

Stormwater Service Description

The Borough reacts to stormwater issues when they occur or as they are
reported by property owners. Reactive response is not as efficient or
effective as a proactive approach to system management.

Increase inspection, cleaning, and repair efforts to prevent
blockages and deterioration of the publically-owned system from
requiring emergency action. Perform routine inspection cleaning
and maintenance of the entire stormwater conveyance system on
a 10-year cycle.

There is no dedicated or systematic pipe replacement program
established to address small sections of failing or failed storm sewer
pipe. The Borough has no dedicated funding to use to react to
emergency stormwater infrastructure repair.
The Borough mechanic services the 20 vehicles that have a role in the
stormwater management program, as well as all other Borough vehicles.

Upon completion of a system inventory and assessment, perform
replacement of inlets and sections of undersized/deteriorated
pipe in a systematic, proactive approach (0.33% annually, 1,000’).
Increase the frequency of preventative maintenance of equipment
and vehicles in a more systematic, proactive approach to extend
service life.

See Tier 1.

Cost Assumptions
Clean and maintain 5% of all inlets (90 inlets)
annually (in addition to 5% replaced), 2-person
crew, 2 inlets/day (18 weeks).

$65K
annually

Clean and flush 10% of existing pipe (26,000 lf)
annually, 4-person crew, 800 lf/day. (26 weeks).
Replace 1,000 LF of pipe annually @ $200/LF
supported by engineering design services (10%).
Increase staff time dedicated to maintenance of
vehicles related to stormwater by 50% from
2015 levels.
Total Cost (Years 7 – 9)
Average Annual Cost
0.5 new administrative staff in addition to staff
added in Tier 1, fully loaded rate

See Tier 1.

$220K
annually
$5K
annually
$1.95M
$648K
$170K
annually
$15K
annually

See Tier 2.

$15K
annually
$15K
annually

See Tier 2.
See Tier 2.

$15K
annually

See Tier 2.

$160K
annually

See Tier 3.
$65K
annually
See Tier 3.

$220K
annually
$5K
annually

See Tier 3.
Perflourinated compounds (PFCs) are an emerging contaminant of
concern. PFCs were added to products to add features to help resist
heat, oil, stains, grease, and water. NPDES permittees may in the future
need to address sources of this pollutant, similar to how PCBs are
addressed now.

If required, define regulatory responsibility and create a PRP that
includes strategies to implement BMPs aimed at reducing PFC
discharge from the MS4.

PFC PRP (20K)
Siltation PRP (30K)

Total Cost (Years 10 – 12)
Average Annual Cost
Pottstown Borough Authority
Stormwater Master Plan

Expansion
Cost Estimate

$20K
one time

$2.06M
$687K
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5.0

FUNDING & IMPLEMENTATION OPTIONS ANALYSIS

5.1 Introduction
Municipal leaders in Pottstown Borough have a strong history of utilizing the resources and opportunities
available to them to make progress towards community infrastructure goals. The Borough participates in the
Pottstown Metropolitan Region Comprehensive Plan that is critical to directing regional growth to where it
is most appropriate. The Borough partners with the Delaware Riverkeeper and Schuylkill River Heritage Area
on water quality projects (Manatawny Dam removal, water quality inlets). The Borough is partnering with
the County Planning Commission on developing a Sustainability Plan and partners with the US Department
of Housing and Urban Development to secure funding that increases access to storm sewers. Pottstown
operates its street sweeping program using funding it acquired through a settlement with a local landfill
operator.
Pottstown is considering its options on how to finance local stormwater management needs. In evaluating
funding options, one of the fundamental issues is whether the Borough should change strategies from its current
use of the General Fund, supplemented by grants and the Liquid Fuels program, to other methods.
The purpose of this analysis is to examine the broad range of partnering and funding mechanisms available to
Pottstown Borough to support implementation of a Stormwater Master Plan. The analysis presents a general
overview of the cost sharing options and revenue generating methodologies. Information includes how each
option is typically implemented and the strengths and limitations associated with each revenue source. In
addition, the analysis provides an overview of the capacity of each to meet the Borough’s funding needs (see
Figure 17 for a summary comparison).
5.2 Stormwater Partnership and Funding Strategies
Four strategies will, to varying degrees, increase the cost-effectiveness of stormwater services, generate cash
flow, and distribute costs across the community. Discussion of each strategy are found in this section of the
analysis.
► Inter-Governmental Cooperation and Regional Planning. Sharing services and equipment with
neighboring municipalities to achieve economies of scale. Participating in regional initiatives to perform
stormwater activities on an inter-municipal or watershed basis.
► Public Private Partnerships. Partnering with the development community to gain access to strategic
locations and implement joint projects for water quality best management practices (BMPs).
► Grants. Applying for grants from state agencies, the federal government, or foundations to support new
or expanded stormwater activities and to construct capital projects.
► Revenue Sources. Selecting the appropriate mix of revenue sources to fund the stormwater program
and distribute costs across the community.
5.2.1 Inter-Governmental Cooperation and Regional Planning
The Borough is engaged in regular communication with Montgomery County and the seven other municipalities
participating in the Regional Comprehensive Plan. This forum focuses on land use, recreation planning, and
transportation planning, and is available to discuss stormwater issues and options for cooperative efforts.
Through inter-governmental cooperation, municipalities can share the cost of purchasing and maintaining
equipment and seek out solutions on a watershed perspective. However, as Pottstown experienced with the
initial establishment of the Regional Comprehensive Plan, cooperative efforts require commitment by all parties
and clear communication between each municipality about responsibilities and schedules. Collaborative efforts
could include:
► Sharing resources such as vacuum trucks and televideo equipment;
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► Sharing personnel to assist with leaf collection or clean-up following storm events;
► Creating joint bid packages to employ a single contractor for illicit discharge monitoring or public works
crew training on good housekeeping concepts;
► Performing water resource studies for water quality (PCB, sedimentation) or peak flow modelling at a
watershed scale;
► Applying jointly for grant funding for infrastructure improvements or water quality BMPs;
► Identifying critical areas within the watershed on which stormwater BMPs could provide regional
benefits; and
► Cooperating on the review of land development plans to maximize the effectiveness of up-stream
stormwater controls.
Pottstown and its neighbors have a successful history of working together and actively participate in
discussions about issues of regional significance. Pottstown could take the lead on setting an agenda with
the Regional Planning Commission to prioritize regional water resource management issues and take action
where cost savings, infrastructure improvements, and water quality protection can occur.
Limitations: This strategy may work best for specific, targeted services that are easily quantifiable from
a financial commitment or a specific level of service (such as 3 month season for leaf collection or miles
swept, or time-share for a piece of equipment). A coordinator for the shared services is essential to meet
cost-sharing terms of agreement.
Implementation: Requires coordination and negotiation on the service levels and cost allocations, as
well as identification of an administrator of the program/equipment.
Cost Savings: Shared costs can reduce the individual community’s operational expenses, creating a
savings for each participating entity.
5.2.2 Public Private Partnerships
Public Private Partnerships allow communities to use the zoning ordinance, comprehensive plan, and
subdivision ordinance when administering the land development and plan review process to identify
partnering opportunities with the development community. Communities that partner with developers and
non-profits can create options for how development occurs and the benefits achieved by the community.
The Borough could work with development and foundation partners to stretch available funds to:
► Rehabilitate sections of aging storm sewer infrastructure;
► Install regional stormwater management measures on a land development site;
► Reduce effective impervious area (IA) discharging to local water bodies by installing Green Stormwater
Infrastructure;
► Isolate identified sources of PCB as part of the redevelopment of an industrial site; and
► Provide incentives to relocate existing development to areas outside of the floodplain through a Transfer
of Development Rights scenario.
By identifying strategic locations and stormwater projects, performing some creative up-front planning in
advance of development, and having a willingness to be a collaborative partner with developers, Pottstown
can set a vision for re-development resulting in meaningful stormwater management projects.
Limitations: Opportunities to partner are available as development/redevelopment occurs which can be
sporadic; thus limiting the ability to reduce overall stormwater costs.
Implementation: Requires identification of strategic projects to target for partnering with the
development community and may require granting concessions, zoning changes, or variances to
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development standards or conditions. Long-term operation and maintenance responsibilities are
important and should be addressed in a partnering agreement.
Cost Savings: Each individual project cost may be privately funded or completed by cost-sharing with the
developer, reducing the capital cost of construction for the Borough.
5.2.3 Grants
Pottstown has great success working with grantors (HUD, USEPA, Delaware Riverkeeper, Schuylkill River
Heritage Area) to bring in funds for water resource management. Pottstown has access to grant programs
offered by state agencies (DEP, DCNR, DCED), foundations (William Penn, National Fish & Wildlife, PA LWV),
corporations (PECO Green Region), and Montgomery County revitalization and open space programs.
Although not a grant, Pottstown’s settlement with Waste Management over landfill leachate has provided
temporary funding of the Borough’s street sweeping and leaf collection activities. This funding source is
expected to sunset in 2016.
Limitations: Grants may be a significant source of funds to enable the implementation of Borough
projects, but they are limited by a number of factors:
HUD grants have been used for stormwater for at least three projects in the last six years. Pottstown
may need to pivot its attention working with this program to other HUD program objectives in the
Borough that have greater priority.
Grant funding from state agencies is competitive and cannot be counted on for consistency in annual
budgeting.
Grantor priorities may not align with Borough needs, and so funding may not be available for annual
project implementation.
Grant programs often look for regional partnerships, matching funds, or shovel-ready projects,
requiring significant effort by the Borough prior to application submittal.
Once awarded, grant funds require cost tracking, record keeping, and reporting through the project.
Implementation: A formalized program to pursue grants by the Borough could include a grant-tracking
calendar, dedicated grant writers and administrators, and active engagement with grantors about
Pottstown’s needs and successes.
Cost Savings: This strategy does not include inherent cost savings of program/service costs but does help
reduce the revenue needed through taxes or fees to the property owners of the Borough.
5.2.4 Revenue Generation – an Overview
Local governments often struggle with the problem of funding stormwater management, including State and
federal mandates, without adversely affecting other municipal services. In response, municipalities have
taken several different approaches to meet their primary revenue needs, using local priorities, available
funding sources, and citizen support as decision factors.
Standards and limitations exist that influence the viability of different funding mechanisms. As a result, it is
important to understand the differences between mechanisms available to support Pottstown’s program.
Stormwater funding mechanisms for local governments in Pennsylvania include taxes (e.g. real estate, per
capita, transfer, earned income, emergency services, and business taxes), business license fees,
Neighborhood Improvement Districts, and user fees. Each has different underlying principles that guide the
structure of the funding mechanism and the use of the revenues.
Funding mechanisms are classified as ad valorem or non-ad valorem. Ad valorem revenues are based on a
percentage of the value of goods and property (i.e. taxes). By contrast, non-ad valorem revenue is associated
with, or conditioned upon, the performance of a service, the engaging in an occupation, or the enjoyment of
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a privilege (i.e. fees). General purpose revenues fund many traditional governmental services, such as police,
fire, libraries, education, and roadways. An ad-valorem property tax is imposed upon real property based on
its value. Its purpose is to provide revenue to fund the expenses of general government, as distinguished
from the expense of a specific function or service. It is not necessary for a tax to have a demonstrable
association with any particular purpose or function of the local government.
In the 2016 Borough Budget, the Borough estimates General Fund revenue to be approximately $14.2M.
40% of the Borough’s General Fund revenue is estimated to be generated by the ad valorem Real Property
Taxes and 19% by Act 511 Enabled Taxes (per capita, transfer, earned income, and emergency services). In
addition to these taxes, 3% of the Borough’s 2016 estimated revenue is from business licenses (cable,
contractors, HVAC, etc.)
The essential characteristic of a Neighborhood Improvement District (NID) as authorized by the
Neighborhood Improvement District Act is that it must confer a direct and special benefit to the property
being assessed. Local governments use NIDs for a specific purpose rather than a general purpose (such as
revenue generated from a real property tax). A common requirement of assessments is a rational linkage
(nexus) between the use of the revenue derived from the assessment and the benefit to the party who is
assessed. The Pottstown Downtown Improvement District Authority is an existing special assessment district
to aid in revitalization of the downtown business district.
A user fee is a charge for the cost of providing the services and facilities to properties within the jurisdiction.
User fee revenue is tracked through dedicated enterprise accounting that provides a mechanism for receipt
and allocation of multiple revenue sources, dedicated to stormwater management. This is referred to as
“blended” funding. A service fee is imposed on persons or properties for the purpose of recovering the cost
of providing service. A rate methodology is adopted to set the appropriate fees and charges. A cost of service
study and rate analysis provides the documentation for the user fee.
5.3 Primary Methods of Funding a Stormwater Program
Three of the four strategies discussed above rely on external partners, on the willingness of neighboring
municipalities to cooperate, the land development process, or the availability of grant funding. Each of these
have a role in helping build Pottstown’s future stormwater program and should be pursued when conditions
warrant. However, the remainder of this analysis focuses on the fourth strategy, Revenue Generation as the
principal method for supporting a stormwater program.
The revenue generation and partnership options available to Pottstown Borough are identified as “primary”
methods that have the capacity to support the entire stormwater program; and “secondary” methods that
are applicable to special needs or situations but are not capable of supporting a full program. The primary
support methods (Figure 14) are sole sources of funding for the program, or used in combination with
secondary support methods that augment one or more of the primary funding methods.
Figure 14. Methods for Supporting Stormwater Program
Primary Methods
Secondary Methods
General Fund Appropriations
Inter-governmental Cooperation
Stormwater User Fee
Regional Planning
Public Private Partnerships
State/Federal Grants
Foundation Grants
Neighborhood Improvement District
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Local governments across the United States have used all the mechanisms examined, to some degree.
Legislative authority and the mission and priorities in each community guide the selection of a preferred
approach. There is no single mechanism that is best in every setting. Some funding sources are better suited
in support of operations and maintenance, while others are strictly for capital improvements. In Pottstown,
the Borough’s existing stormwater management program uses a mix of the community’s General Fund
appropriations, grant funding, and the Waste Management settlement.
Adequate, consistent resources dedicated to a stormwater management program is more important to the
long-term success of the effort than the actual source of revenue. The following discussion provides a brief
synopsis of each of the two primary funding mechanisms and their ability to provide a sustainable source of
support for Pottstown’s stormwater program.
5.3.1 General Fund Appropriations
Theoretically, the General Fund can support an increase in spending on stormwater programs either through
a tax increase or through reallocation of current revenues. Reductions in other services in the General Fund
to avoid a tax increase may or may not be publicly acceptable. In either case, an important issue to consider
is if the use of General Fund resources creates an equitable distribution of stormwater program costs across
the community, as measured by the demand for services. Pottstown is considering both funding equity (linking
revenue sources with demand) and funding adequacy (the ability of a potential source to produce sufficient and
stable revenue).
The largest single source of revenue into Pottstown’s 2016 General Fund is projected from real property
taxes (40% of General Fund revenues). It is not necessary that there be any association or relationship
between the source of revenue and the purpose to which it is applied. Typically, the revenue sources that
support the General Fund are based on a “taxation” philosophy – the purpose of which is simply to raise
revenue. The demands on the stormwater system have little relationship to property values or business sales
activity levels. Instead, the stormwater system requirements are a function of the peak rate, total amount of
flow and quality of stormwater runoff that is carried safely through the community, and is correlated to the
intensity of development on each parcel.
Using General Fund revenue, generated primarily from various taxes, exempts some properties from
supporting local government services such as stormwater management. Figure 15 presents the number of
tax exempt parcels in the Borough based on Montgomery County’s parcel data. Properties exempt from real
property tax cover over a quarter of the Borough’s land area; property owners of 72% of the land area fund
100% of the Borough’s stormwater program that is supported by the General Fund.
Figure 15. Taxable Properties in Pottstown
Number
Taxable Parcels
Exempt Parcels
School District Parcels
Borough Parcels
Total Parcels

8,124
392
24
89
8,516

Percentage
95.4%
4.6%
0.3%
1.0%
100%

Acreage
1,718
644
68
229
2,362

Acreage
Percentage
72.7%
27.3%
2.9%
9.7%
100.0%

Similarly, some private properties (e.g. parking lots and storage warehouses) have large expanses of IA and
do not pay property taxes commensurate with the demands they impose on the stormwater system.
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Conversely, some properties that have less demand for public stormwater services but a greater tax value
may be paying proportionately more for stormwater management through the property tax. Using funding
methods based on the demand placed on the stormwater program and system, as measured by IA, would
shift contribution from one class of property to another.
General Fund appropriations for stormwater can also be highly uncertain from year to year, as revenues are
not dedicated to any specific purpose. Allocations shift as priorities change. Stormwater management needs
may receive a higher priority in a year following severe storms and system failures than in a year following a
lower rainfalls. This makes it difficult to plan for more than the year ahead and to consistently carry out a
long-term program plan.
Pottstown Borough’s current General Fund real property tax rate is 7.218 mills (or $7.218 per $1,000 of
assessed value). One mill (1.0) on the total assessed value of taxable property ($805M), generates $805K in
revenue. The Borough’s existing $506K annual stormwater program is equal to approximately 0.6 mills, or
8% of current property tax revenue.
Based on the Borough’s preliminary stormwater priorities, Pottstown’s stormwater program may annually
require almost $1M on average for the first three years of a new program. To generate the additional funds
needed, property tax would increase by approximately $700K, or 0.9 mills. The tax rate to fund the target
program would rise to 1.5 mills, or 18% of the total General Fund real property tax revenue.
For illustrative purposes, in terms of what this means for an average residential homeowner (value assessed
at $136K), this translates to approximately $82 annually for the existing stormwater program and $122 for
proposed increase, for a total contribution to the stormwater program via property taxes of $204 for the
median residential homeowner.
5.3.2 Stormwater User Fees
Stormwater user fees are a dedicated stormwater funding strategy implemented throughout the US and
Canada. In Pennsylvania, stormwater user fees in Boroughs like Pottstown must be established under an
authority structure as enabled by the Municipality Authorities Act. A bill to authorize certain Pennsylvania
municipalities to enact their own stormwater user fee outside of an authority structure is under
consideration in the current legislative session (2016).
User fee rate methodology establishes the relationship between the cost of providing services and
infrastructure and the demand for publicly-funded programs for drainage management and water quality
protection. The general standard applied to the user fee is that the rate methodology must be fair and
reasonable, treating like properties in a similar manner. However, the local government has a great deal of
flexibility in addressing these standards in the context of local circumstances. When subjected to legal
challenge, governments have been given latitude to meet local conditions and the courts apply “judicial
deference” to the decisions of locally elected officials. Typically, the courts will not intervene unless a plaintiff
can demonstrate that the rate decision was arbitrary and capricious or that the result of the decision
discriminates illegally.
The practice of user fee funding for stormwater management programs began in the early 1970’s and
currently there are over 1,500 programs in existence in the US; as many as a dozen are operating in
Pennsylvania. Stormwater user fees provide stable revenue, an improved equity in allocation of the cost of
services and facilities, and, in some cases, a shift of the community’s stormwater management burden away
from the General Fund. User fee rate structures are designed to recover costs based on the demands placed
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on the stormwater systems and programs. Figure 16 provides information on a sample of existing stormwater
user fees in Pennsylvania.
Figure 16. Select Annual Stormwater User Fees in Pennsylvania
Single-Family Residential
Commercial/ Industrial/
Municipality
Stormwater Fee
Institutional Stormwater Fee
City of
$96
$96/ 2,565 SF
Bradford *
City of
Properties with <3,000 SF of IA: 1 of 4 tiers based on IA = $0 - $77
Lancaster
Properties with >3,000 SF of IA: $31 for each 1,000 SF of IA
Mt Lebanon
$96
$96/ 2,400 SF
Township
City of
$90
$90/ 2,660 SF
Meadville
City of
$57 for each 500 SF of IA +
$170
Philadelphia
$7 for each 500 SF of lot area
Radnor
$29 - $116
$29/ 1,500 SF
Township
4 tiers based on lot size
West Chester Properties with <3,000 SF of IA: 1 of 6 tiers based on IA = $40 - $241
Borough
Properties with >3,000 SF of IA: $80 for each 1,000 SF of IA
White
$24
$24/ 3,700 SF
Township

Total Annual
Revenue Generated
$825K
$2.6M
$1.5M
$875K
Values range
$1.0M
$1.6M
$370K

* Implementation anticipated Fall 2016

The revenue generation capacity of a stormwater user fee has some similarities to that of the real estate tax.
The user fee is linked to IA on a parcel as a measure of demand, rather than the assessed property value. A
legally defensible rate to generate revenue sufficient to finance the Borough’s stormwater needs requires
the development of a rate model based on the cost of services to be funded. The Borough Stormwater
Master Plan, including the projection of the future level of stormwater services, is important for
substantiation of the needed resources.
In addition to technical determinations (i.e. impervious area digitization), the process of developing a user
fee addresses all of the following policy questions. Decisions on these questions influence the structure of
the user fee and will influence the implementation of a user fee as a funding strategy.
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Policy Decisions Affecting User Fee Rate and Structure
1. Program: Will all, or only part of the current program/service elements identified in the Stormwater
Master Plan be shifted to the stormwater enterprise fund?
2. General Fund: Will the user fee pay for services received from the General Fund such as general
overhead (Indirect Cost Allocation)?
3. Special Fees and Other Revenues: What additional revenue sources will be used, or created, to
support stormwater programs that may impact the distribution of costs (i.e. existing or future
increases in fees for inspection of private BMPs, grants, etc.)?
4. Financial Factors: What is the fund balance test that must be maintained by the stormwater
enterprise fund? Is interest earned by the cash flow from the user fee revenue to be credited to the
enterprise fund? What is the “bad debt” factor (based on history of collecting fees)? Are fund
balances appropriated in the following year?
5. Reserves: Will an emergency reserve be established to address catastrophic system failures? What
level of operating reserve will be maintained?
6. Bonds: Will bonds be used to pay for the capital improvements program?
7. Rate Methodology: What factors will be used in development of the rate methodology (i.e. intensity
of development, lot size, average IA, etc.)?
8. Credit Policy: What will be considered for “credits” (i.e. stormwater management facilities that treat
and/or detain stormwater from a specific site or sites) under the program?
9. Billing: What mechanism for bill delivery is available and how will the cost of billing be charged to
the fund?
10. Rate Policy: Is it a goal that the rate be held constant for 3 years? Or 5 years? Or will the rate be
adjusted annually?
5.3.3 Neighborhood Improvement District
Ad valorem tax is applied to all taxable properties and a user fee is applied to all developed properties, but
an assessment associated with a NID is applied to only those properties who receive a special and direct
benefit from the services provided.
Owners of property that are in close proximity to the stone arch culverts or have structures built over them
gain a direct benefit to their property when the structures of this conveyance system are stable and routinely
maintained. A coordinated program to support inspection and operation, maintenance, and replacement
benefits each property owner near the culverts. Therefore, a NID focused on the culverts could provide
dedicated funding for services that benefit individual property owners. Spatial analysis of Pottstown’s parcel
data reveals that approximately 5% of Pottstown’s 8,500 parcels lie within 25 feet of an existing stone arch
culvert; 7% are within 50 feet.
However, the stone arch culverts play a critical role in transporting water through the Borough, so it can be
argued that all share the benefits they provide. The Borough’s current practice is to maintain the portion of
each culvert where located under public right-of-way. If the Borough creates an NID to address the
operational integrity of the stone arch culverts, the assessment must be balanced in consideration of the
costs and benefits applicable to both owners of property over the culverts and the entire community.
5.4 Funding Discussion
The Borough is experiencing an increase in its stormwater responsibilities, coupled by a growing understanding
that water, sewer, and stormwater issues are interconnected. This is leading to a more holistic vision of water
resource management to address inflow and infiltration issues and water quality protection from the top of the
watershed to discharge points to local water bodies. Further, the Borough recognizes that a reactive method of
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addressing infrastructure needs will likely be more expensive in the long-term if compared to an infrastructure
management program proactively focused with measurable goals and milestones.
Figure 17 provides a comparative summary of the revenue generating capacity, equitability, and stability of
the primary and secondary supporting strategies discussed in this Analysis.
Borough leadership have all of these tools available to them to partner and fund the stormwater management
activities to be included in the Stormwater Master Plan. Each of the methods presented in Figure 17 may have a
role in supporting stormwater services, capital projects, studies, and improvements. However, for long-term
support of the stormwater program, the Borough has three primary options:
► Maintain status quo funding of the Borough-wide stormwater program through the General Fund;
► Initiate a stormwater user fee to distribute the cost of the stormwater program; or
► Designate a portion of the General Fund to combine with revenue generated by a stormwater user fee.
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Figure 17. Summary of Applicability of Stormwater Program Support Methods
Capacity to Generate Revenue/
Capacity to Distribute
Strategy
Limit Expense
Stormwater Costs
Primary Methods for Supporting Stormwater Programs
General Fund
Appropriations
Stormwater User
Fee

General Fund revenues can provide for the
full cost of service to the community.

Stormwater user fees can provide for the full
cost of service to the community.

Tax applies only to owners of taxable real
property who pay regardless of contribution
to stormwater infrastructure or intensity of
development.
Fee applies to owners of all developed
parcels based on area of impervious surface.

Stability of the Strategy
as a Supporting Tool
Revenue can be used for any purpose,
stormwater-related or not. Stability to
support the stormwater program dependent
on other annual budget priorities.
Revenue must be spent on stormwater
services and projects.

Secondary Methods for Supporting Stormwater Programs
Intergovernmental
Cooperation &
Regional Planning

Public Private
Partnerships

State/ Federal/
Foundation
Grants

Neighborhood
Improvement
District

Communities can share the cost of contracted
services, watershed models, equipment, and
staff for a wide variety of stormwater
activities, with a goal of increased efficiencies
and cost savings.

Activity cost and municipal staff that
coordinate regional stormwater activities can
be funded through either a Stormwater User
Fee or the General Fund.

Dependent on availability of staff and
willingness of regional partners to coordinate.
Agreements can be terminated without
cause, typically, creating risk for the partners
to maintain service levels.

Developers may be open to working with the
Borough on sites where the Borough has
established goals for development and
infrastructure improvement. Shared costs
reduce public financial burden on all parties
involved.

The project and the Municipal staff that
coordinate prepare site concept plans and
coordinate stormwater activities with
developers can be funded through either a
Stormwater User Fee or the General Fund.

Dependent on the pace and type of
development in areas targeted by the
Borough for stormwater infrastructure
improvements.
Typically used when opportunity is identified
but not for routine capital investment.

Up to $250K for capital projects. Only small
grants are typically available (<$10K) for
operations (i.e. public education). Grants can
offset overall capital and planning budget but
not generally available for routine services.

Municipal staff that administer grants can be
funded through either a Stormwater User Fee
or the General Fund.

An NID focused on owners of property
proximal to the stone arch culvert can
support some of the necessary stabilization
and replacement efforts. NIDs are bounded
by need to demonstrate direct and special
benefit to property owners.

An assessment is required for parcels within
the defined area where the specific benefit
will be provided. All like properties receiving
special and direct benefit pay.

Used for specific projects planned prior to
grant application. Competition is high for
funding from other applicants for water
resource grants. Competition is high from
other Borough priorities for community
development grant sources.
Stable source of revenue once established.
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6.0

PRELIMINARY SPATIAL DATA EVALUATION & RECOMMENDATIONS

As part of the process of developing and implementing a Stormwater Master Plan, Pottstown may
consider the creation of a stormwater user fee. A user fee funding strategy, when based on impervious
cover per property as the allocation method, requires specific information about impervious cover, land
use, and property data in order to determine a reasonable distribution of the costs of the stormwater
program and calculate stormwater fees. In support of the Borough’s consideration of a user fee, Amec
Foster Wheeler has performed a preliminary evaluation of the available GIS and tabular data relevant to
stormwater fee development.
The GIS data, provided by the Borough Authority on January 15, 2016, includes the following:
► Parcel boundaries (polygons), containing ownership, appraisal, land use, and some tax-related
information specific to each parcel
► Street outlines (lines)
► Railroad centerlines (lines)
In addition, the University of Vermont’s Spatial Analysis Lab provided land cover data on May 18, 2016.
This data was created for Trees, Inc. who funded a study of tree canopy in the Borough in 2014.
Because these datasets did not include a municipal boundary, Amec Foster Wheeler utilized the PennDOT
Municipal Boundaries, dated 2015, acquired through the Pennsylvania Spatial Data Access (PASDA) –
www.pasda.psu.edu.
6.1 Imagery
A critical element of the billing-data development is current, high-resolution (high quality) aerial imagery
from which impervious surfaces are digitized and measured. Impervious surfaces are those hard or paved
surfaces that occur across the landscape that prevent water from infiltrating into the ground, causing
accelerated runoff and discharge of pollutants to the storm sewer or to local water bodies. There are a
variety of factors that affect the usefulness of an imagery source for the purpose of impervious area (IA)
assessment. Most importantly, the imagery should have a high enough resolution that the IA can be
distinguished. Second, the imagery should be current so that it represents existing ground conditions as
closely as possible. Third, the imagery needs to match up well with the parcel data. Misaligned parcels will
cause the IA of any given parcel to be miscalculated and will otherwise complicate the opportunity to the
analysis. Fourth, the imagery should have been acquired at a time of day to minimize shadows. Shadows
can greatly obscure the ground cover, slowing down IA assessment. Finally, tilt displacement of the
camera away from vertical causes tall buildings to “lean” in the imagery. The lean of the buildings obscures
the ground around them, making it a challenge to calculate IA.
As summarized in Figure 18, multiple sources of publicly available aerial imagery were evaluated by Amec
Foster Wheeler for completing this phase of the planning process.
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Figure 18. Aerial Imagery Source Comparison
Source 1
Source 2
Originator

Delaware Valley
Regional Planning
Commission (DVRPC)

Year of
2010
Publication
Title
Resolution

Source 3

Source 4

Delaware Valley
Regional Planning
Commission (DVRPC)

USDA-FSA Aerial
Photography Field
Office

USDA-FSA Aerial
Photography Field
Office

2016 (flown in 2015)

2013

2015

DVRPC 2010 Digital
Orthoimagery

USGS High Resolution National Agricultural
Orthoimages for
Imagery Program
DVRPC-PA
(NAIP) 2013

National Agricultural
Imagery Program
(NAIP) 2015

0.3 meter

0.3 meter

1.0 meter

1.0 meter

The 2016 DVRPC imagery (Source 2) provides the best combination of age, resolution, and parcel
alignment. Taller structures have long shadows and some tilting, but this is compensated by qualities of
the imagery (alignment, resolution, age) when compared to the other imagery sources. The 2015 NAIP is
as current, however it is lower resolution and shows “leaf-on” for the purposes of agricultural analyses,
which obscures the ground in many areas and makes it difficult to measure the amount of IA. The 2013
NAIP has slightly better image quality than the 2015 NAIP, but has the same poor resolution and ground
obstruction by foliage. The 2010 DVRPC has less shadowing than the 2016 DVRPC, but far worse parcel
alignment and tilt displacement.
6.2 Parcels
Because development on properties directly impacts stormwater quality and quantity, most authorities
that charge stormwater fees base their rate on the presence of IA (e.g., buildings, parking lots, driveways)
and other related factors on a per-parcel basis. To serve as a foundation for stormwater fee calculations
and customer information, parcel data needs to be up to date and spatially accurate within the GIS
dataset, and it needs to be easily linked to the eventual billing mechanism. Our initial evaluation focused
on the following primary data tests.
6.2.1 Age of the Data
Based on several attribute fields (Figure 19) in the provided parcel file (LEGAL_CHGD, LAND_CHGDA,
DWEL_CHGDA, etc.), the latest records are dated mid-2012. Therefore, it would be advantageous to
obtain current ownership and tax information which can be joined to the GIS parcels based on the unique
Parcel ID numbers (which match the duplicate “TAXPIN” field values).
Figure 19. Parcel Data Attribute Fields
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6.2.2 Completeness
There are multiple developed locations within Pottstown, both isolated tracks and prominent groupings,
for which spatial parcel boundaries are entirely missing from the provided dataset (Figure 20).
Figure 20. Missing Parcel Boundaries
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An up-to-date parcel data layer needs to be developed, in terms of both spatial coverage and
ownership/tax information. Additional data sources might be supportive in this effort. For example,
Montgomery County’s online property viewer (Figure 21) appears to include some/all of the missing
polygons in the provided parcel data layer.
Figure 21. Montgomery County Online Property Viewer

6.2.3 Parcel Topology
Topology refers to the spatial relationship and geometric integrity of features within or between datasets.
For example, if adjacent parcel boundaries overlap, IA measurements could potentially be duplicated. Or,
if gaps are present between parcels, imperviousness that should be reflected for a particular parcel could
be missed. Aside from the prominent missing areas in the parcel boundaries (as explained under
Completeness), evaluation of the parcel topology revealed very minor errors, specifically 11 overlaps and
3 gaps detected between 2 adjoining parcels. The presence of stacked parcels was also evaluated. Stacked
parcels are sometimes used in local property data to reflect different owners (such as in condominiums)
or land uses between different floors/areas of the same general building footprint. No stacked parcels
were identified in Pottstown.
The geometric relationship of the existing parcels is sufficient for use in the development of stormwater
billing information.
6.2.4 Parcel Attribution
The spatial (GIS-based) parcel data represents the location and boundary information for each property.
The parcel data also includes a few key attributes (specifically, the Parcel Identification Number, and its
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Land Use Class, Land Use Code, and Land Use Assessment) which enable the analysis of IA at a parcelspecific level. Ideally, each parcel has a unique Parcel Identification Number, but upon inspection it was
found that 15 Parcel Identification Numbers were used for more than one parcel, but some of the
duplicate numbers appear on parcels belonging to the same organization, and are spatially contiguous. In
total, there are 8,516 parcels within the Borough.
The Parcel dataset includes Land Use codes (in the ‘LAND_USE’ field) which were subsequently joined
with their respective Land Use Assessments and Classes. There are 156 unique Land Use Assessments,
and 6 Land Use Classes in Pottstown.
A summary of the number of parcels per Land Use Class is shown below:
► A: Apartments – 33 (multi-unit rental buildings with no unique PIN’s for each unit)
► C: Commercial – 663
► E: Exempt – 280 (this includes City, Religious Institutions, Non-profit, Hospitals, State, Federal, etc.
properties) *
► I: Industrial – 150
► R: Residential – 7,362 (including condominiums)
► U: Utilities – 28
* Figure 15 presents that 392 parcels in Pottstown as exempt based on the fact that no property tax
is assessed to the owner. These parcels include all 280 Exempt properties, 87 Residential, 23 Utility, 1
Commercial, and 1 Industrial.
Rather than a separate “Vacant” Land Use Class, it was observed that 388 Land Assessment values under
Residential and other types included “VAC”. A breakdown is summarized below:
► Com Vac Land: 28
► Ind Vac Land: 33
► Res Vac Land: 325
► No Zone Vac Land: 2
While it is expected that these vacant parcels (again, based on “VAC” in the Land Use Assessment) would
be separated out and not billed for stormwater, several of these parcels are shown as developed or in the
process of being developed in the latest imagery. Therefore, as part of the overall parcel update, it is
recommended that verification of “VAC” parcels be performed so that newly (re)developed parcels are
not inadvertently omitted from an implemented stormwater user fee. For example, all of the redhighlighted parcels in Figure 21 are attributed as vacant in the parcel data.
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Figure 21. Vacant Land in the Process of Development

6.2.5 Residential Parcels
Within the Residential Land Use Class, there is an assortment of Land Use Assessments (subtypes). While
“Single Family” is the subtype for 83% of all Residential parcels, there are other subtypes that may require
additional investigation or special processing for stormwater billing (Figure 22).
Figure 22.Residential Land Use Subtypes
R: Land Use Assessment
ASSESSED WITH
BOARDED-UP HOUSE
COMMON AREA - AMENITIES
CONDO GARDEN STYLE-PRIVATE ENT.
1-3S
CONDO TOWNHOUSE
CONDOMINIUM:SINGLE DETACHED
DUPLEX
GARAGE ON LOT
MORE THAN 1 HOUSE, DETACHED
OPEN SPACE/COMMON AREA
POLE BLDG, STABLE, BARN, ETC
POOL ON LOT
TRIPLEX/QUADRAPLEX
RES VAC LAND
RESIDENTIAL CONVERTIBLE REAL
ESTATE
SINGLE DWELLING GARAGE APT
SINGLE FAMILY
WOOD/REC/AGR UNDER 5000 SQ FT
Grand Total
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73
2
8
36
179
3
347
28
63
3
5
1
145
327
2
7
6132
1
7362
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Single Family
Using aerial imagery, spot observation of “Single Family” Land Use Assessments includes both
rowhouses and detached single family homes, which could suggest an uneven distribution in the
footprint size of the Single Family stock. Figure 23 presents a histogram that shows the frequency
of “Single Family” parcels by their footprint size (based on values contained in the provided parcel
data layer).
Figure 23. Single Family Structure Footprint Area

Single Family Structure Footprint Area
Number of Parcels

2000
1500
1000
500
0

Square Feet

The histogram shows the greatest number of parcels with structure footprints that range between
1,250 and 1,750 square feet, and although it is slightly skewed right, it does not present clustering
in lower or upper ranges. Structural footprints can correlate to IA for the entire parcel, but more
analysis would need to occur to evaluate this.
Duplex, Triplex, Quadraplex
There are almost 500 parcels with Land Use Assessments as Duplex, Triplex, or Quadraplex.
Preliminary review indicates that these parcels have a single address location and single owner,
rather than multiple owners who would each received stormwater billing units. Based on aerial
imagery observation (Figure 24), there was typically no discernable difference in the size of these
parcels compared to “Single Family” subtypes.
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Figure 24.Duplex, Triplex, Quadraplex Residential Subtypes

Condominiums
Structures with multiple billing units usually have a parcel scheme to show that there are multiple
owners. In the case of Pottstown there is only one single condominium complex where this
appears to be an issue, and it was documented in the parcel data by diagonally splitting square
parcels to show the additional owners in a single building (Figure 25).
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Figure 25.Condominiums

In order to properly evaluate IA for condominium complexes, there must be a way of equitably dividing
the shared common areas (such as parking lots, sports facilities, pools, and access roads) amongst the
owners of individual units. In Pottstown the parcels for condominiums complexes do not have a consistent
scheme of how such common areas are divided. Some have a single large parcel for the common area
(Figure 26), others share multiple parcels (Figure 27), and some have no parcels delineated in the common
area (Figure 28).
Figure 26. Condominium Complex with a single large parcel for the common area
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Figure 27. Whole Condominium Complex that appears to have been mis-assessed as “Common Area –
Amenities” (Land Use Code 1004)

Figure 28. Condominium Complex with no parcel surrounding the structures

6.2.6 Parcel / Imagery Alignment
It is crucial that parcel boundaries are accurate and well-aligned with the aerial imagery so that propertybased calculations can be made. In general, Amec Foster Wheeler observed good agreement between
the parcel boundaries and aerial imagery, particularly Source 2 - the 2016 DVRPC orthophotos (Figure 29).
This enables digitized IA to be correctly and automatically assigned to corresponding parcels.
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Figure 29. Parcel Alignment with DVRPC Aerial Imagery

However, we did observe some misaligned areas where corrections or adjustments may be necessary,
presumably in the source parcels, but alternately by manual correction of imperviousness for impacted
parcels.
For example, near the northern boundary of Pottstown, there is a recently developed complex of
Condominiums. The alignment of the condominiums with imagery from all sources was very poor (Figure
30).
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Figure 30. Inaccurate Parcel Alignment with Aerial Imagery

6.3 Land Cover
The University of Vermont’s Spatial Analysis Lab performed a land cover analysis of the Borough in 2014
with the intent to locate areas of the Borough with gaps in tree canopy. Using 2008 LiDAR data and 2010
NAIP imagery, the Lab used object-based image analysis techniques to categorize land cover into seven
different categories:
► Tree canopy,
► Buildings,
► Grass/shrub,
► Roads, and
► Bare earth,
► Other paved surfaces.
► Water,
Features greater than six square meters (65 square feet) were captured in the dataset, providing a
Borough-wide, conceptual perspective of tree canopy and surrounding land cover features. This data
could be useful for identifying regions of the Borough with high concentrations of IA in large blocks (like a
commercial district); and regions where IA is generally disconnected within the landscape (such as in a
high to medium density residential neighborhood). Figure 31 shows how IA (shown in black and gray) is
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distributed differently within the Pottstown Center compared to the neighborhood served by W Beech
and W Walnut Streets.
Figure 31. Impervious Area in Residential and Commercial Districts

Amec Foster Wheeler observed that IA surfaces are not fully delineated in areas where tree canopy is
high. The source imagery used for the analysis was taken during leaf-on months. Therefore, although tree
canopy delineation is generally complete, IA capture in residential neighborhoods and some commercial
districts where trees grow up and above structures and parking lots is incomplete. Figure 32 presents the
intersection of E 3rd and Hanover Streets presents where good tree canopy (dark green) prevents the
underlying IA from being digitized.
Figure 32. Tree Canopy over Impervious Area
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6.4 Impervious Areas Capture
Because the existing IA dataset in Pottstown that captures building footprints and paved surfaces is
several years old and focused on tree canopy more than IA capture, it is expected that manual digitization
using aerial imagery is necessary.
Single-Family Residential (SFR) parcels make up the majority of the land use in Pottstown. Often, SFR
properties are similar enough in character and size, that many utilities apply a flat or tiered fee rather
than calculating IA measurements for each individual parcel. However, when SFR properties are widely
varied, it may be appropriate to base stormwater fees on the IA associated with each parcel, regardless
of land use.
As presented in earlier histogram of Single Family structures (Figure 23), the general distribution curve
suggests that a flat rate/fee could be supported by the data for Pottstown. Under a flat fee rate
methodology, rather than IA measured for each SFR parcel, a sample set of SFR parcels is selected for
digitization and the median value is utilized as the billing unit or Equivalent Residential Unit (ERU). The IA
on all Non-Single Family Residential (NSFR) parcels is then digitized and the bill is calculated for each parcel
using the median SFR as the billing unit (NSFR parcel IA divided by median value of SFR). For example, if
the ERU (billing unit) is determined to be equal to 1,000 square feet and a NSFR parcel has 10,000 square
feet of IA, that parcel would be billed for 10 ERUs.
Communities which opt to initially use a flat fee structure may pursue more detailed rate methodologies
as their program matures. Flat fees are often selected for initial implementation purposes when
community-wide IA layers are not available. The flat fee structure avoids an initial investment in a digital
IA layer in the GIS. More complex rate methodologies may be developed to address to refine this approach
where all developed SFR parcels pay the same amount regardless of the actual IA present on each parcel.
Rate payers will often raise concerns about fairness when there are significant differences in IA across the
housing stock within a community.
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7.0

RECOMMENDATIONS & TIMELINE

The Master Planning process identified a need to increase the resources specifically dedicated to the
Borough’s stormwater management program, now and into the future. As presented, the annual funding
required to keep pace with the Borough’s defined priorities (Section 4) needs to grow by 75% from its
current level of $506K to achieve the goals set forth for the first three years of the Borough’s
recommended stormwater program. If grants are not available for stormwater activities as they were in
2015 and as the Waste Management settlement funds sunset, the demand for resources from the General
Fund may increase from $200K annually to approximately $900K in order to achieve the capital projects
and stormwater services presented in Figures 11 in years 1 through 3 of the new program.
Fulfilling the priorities stated in this Plan may not address all of the Borough’s future stormwater issues.
The Plan does however make significant strides in moving from the Borough’s current reactive approach
to one that is focused and planned, making use of available funding and targeting additional investment
where it is most needed. The Plan helps position Pottstown for the future, providing leadership and staff
the opportunity to address challenges in the existing stormwater infrastructure while putting into place
the necessary information, staffing, and resources to allow for continued improvement.
7.1 Stormwater User Fee
It is anticipated that the Borough cannot sustainably support all stormwater services for which it is
responsible using the current primary method of funding stormwater via the General Fund. Therefore, it
is recommended that a stormwater user fee be implemented. This funding approach is better suited to
establish a sustainable revenue source. The income from a stormwater user fee will address the prioritized
services in Section 4 of this Plan, as well as other services that are realized as the Borough’s program
matures and as more information is gathered on the condition of the current infrastructure.
User fees are enabled within an authority structure as provided by an amendment to the Municipality
Authorities Act by the Pennsylvania legislature in 2013. Funding stormwater through a user fee has several
advantages over funding these services through the General Fund:
► Dedicated funding. User fees provide a predictable revenue stream that communities can plan on.
User fees are dedicated to the specific purpose for which they were collected and cannot be used to
fund other municipal services.
► Distribution of cost. User fees are applied to all parcels in the Borough, not just those that contribute
to the General Fund via property tax.
► Opportunity to reduce fee impact for NSFR parcels. Many user fees allow non-residential property
owners the opportunity to reduce their fee by either reducing impervious area on their property or
by offering a credit system to ratepayers that manage flows or water quality.
Without a stormwater user fee, accomplishing the goals of the stormwater program relies on the
willingness of regional partners to cooperate, the availability of grant funding, and the availability of
General Fund resources.
7.2 Next Steps toward User Fee Implementation
To achieve the priorities established in Section 4 of this Plan, the Borough and the Authority should
partner together on the following strategies that lead to the implementation of a stormwater user fee.
These activities should be initiated as a ramp-up strategy that establishes the financial and administrative
capacity within the Borough to take on the tasks associated with the new stormwater program beginning
in Year 1. Figure 33 includes a conceptual schedule for initiating these services and the new costs
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associated with each recommendation. The schedule is aggressive, but realistic, presenting a start date of
January 2017 with completion of the ramp up strategy by the end of that year.
7.2.1 Continue Current Services
The Borough should continue to perform the current stormwater services it provides to residents and
business owners as defined in Section 2 of this Plan. It is important to initiate detailed tracking of hours
of staff time spent on stormwater-related services, materials used to repair stormwater infrastructure,
the number of days equipment is used to clear grates and clean up after storms, grant pursuits, regional
planning on water resource issues, and cooperative efforts with the Authority (i.e. using the Authority’s
televideo equipment). With detailed documentation of costs, the Borough will have a clearer picture of
current services and a system to support the creation of reports on the annual cost of stormwater
management.
Ramp-up strategy:
• Hire new administrative staff (1 FTE) to support the existing stormwater services, track
stormwater expenses, support other user fee implementation activities (Sections 7.2.2 through
7.2.8), track site investigations by engineering staff, and coordinate response to property owner
stormwater issues. This new hire will continue as Item 1S-1 Program Administration as included
in Figure 13.
7.2.2 Engage Stakeholders
Establishment of a Stakeholder Advisory Committee, selected to provide a comprehensive and balanced
representation of the citizenry and key organizations, is recommended. Any one interest group should
not dominate the Committee; representation balanced between the interests of businesses, residents,
environmentalists, developers, and nonprofits serves the community well. Through a series of meetings,
the Borough can provide Committee members with information on key policy issues such as the goals and
priorities for the stormwater program, key program elements, the desired level of stormwater services,
user fee rate structure and methodology, incentive or credit program goals, and stormwater user fee
implementation approach. This Committee can also provide the Borough with recommendations on the
creation of a Neighborhood Improvement District associated with the stone arch culverts as well as
priorities for the overall program. Such a Committee could be supported by the new administrative staff
presented in Section 7.2.1.
Recommendations made by these stakeholders through a series of meetings can support the Borough’s
adoption and implementation of a stormwater user fee by identifying stormwater management goals
shared across the community and agreeing on implementation strategies.
Ramp-up strategy:
• Organize and host five Committee meetings through 2Q 2017 to develop recommendations; with
a sixth meeting scheduled towards the end of the ramp-up strategy. These meetings should be
interactive and participatory in nature and generally last 2 hours. They are best scheduled at a
time that is convenient for the majority of stakeholders, which is often outside of normal business
hours.
7.2.3 Assess Billing Systems
A user fee funding strategy requires accurate data from which to calculate information on imperviousness,
billing units, address matching for bills, and actual determination of the service charge amounts for
customers. The Borough and Authority should conduct a review of the existing billing databases and their
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ability to create linkages to current parcel spatial data (evaluated in Section 6). This evaluation will result
in an outline of the tasks required to create a master account file on which to construct an accurate
stormwater bill. A thorough understanding of the connection between spatial information (i.e.
impervious area, Neighborhood Improvement District) and billing databases is necessary to insure that
when the bills go out, they are correct.
Based on information provided by the Borough and our understanding of current billing mechanisms, it
appears that there is an adequate link between the existing billing database and the spatial features on
which bills will be calculated. This link will be confirmed. The Borough will also need to make decisions on
policies that will affect how and when bills are distributed, how credits are offered and tracked, how
shared impervious area is billed, how properties in default are billed, how accessory uses on separate
parcels are treated, and how a user fee is pro-rated when property transfers ownership.
Ramp-up strategy:
• Perform a full test of the linkages between spatial and billing databases. Assume 10% of parcels
and billing accounts will need revisions to create necessary linkages between data. Coordinate
with Borough leadership to develop billing policies and establish protocols for billing special
circumstances.
7.2.4 Digitize Impervious Area & Define Rate Structure
Assuming that the Borough proceeds with a user fee based on measured impervious area, available aerial
imagery and parcel information is an adequate starting point to digitize impervious area to specific
standards across the Borough. Communities that establish stormwater user fees need to set policy on
whether user fee bills are based on a measurement of all IA on all properties, or linked to Equivalent
Residential Unit rate structure that makes assumptions on a smaller set of measured IA for single family
residential properties. Land cover information provided from Trees, Inc. will be useful in directing
digitization efforts. Properties on which the amount of impervious area has changed since the date of the
aerial photographs will need to be updated based on information provided by the property owner or
through land development plans and grading permit applications.
Ramp-up strategy:
• Develop impervious area capture standards and digitize the IA on a statistically valid subset of
residential parcels and all non-residential parcels in the Borough using recent and publically
available aerial photography. Digitize IA for improvements that have occurred in the Borough
after the latest aerial photographs were captured. Overlay IA spatial information with parcel data
to identify impervious area on each non-residential property. Analyze the IA mapped on
residential parcels to verify the applicability of calculating billing units using an Equivalent
Residential Unit; and calculate billing units for all parcels.
7.2.5 Define Stone Arch Culvert Strategy
The Borough maintains the functionality of the stone arch culvert as they intersect with the public right
of way. Where the culverts pass through private property, the Borough has not found information about
when the stone arch culverts were constructed or who was responsible for that construction. The Borough
does not have formal rights of access to assess or maintain these structures as they pass through private
property.
As part of the ramp-up strategy, the Borough should review their relationship with the owners of the
properties through which the culverts pass and determine where maintenance of the culverts are the
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responsibility of the property owner and where there is shared responsibility with the Borough. This
determination will inform the Borough’s decision moving forward about the Borough’s role to keep the
culverts functioning, such as culvert assessment, hydrologic modeling, and repair and replacement.
Ramp-up strategy:
• Investigate historic documents about the construction and responsibility of the stone arch
culverts. Identify where Borough access on private property is necessary to maintain the function
of the culverts. Create an outreach campaign to owners of stone arch culverts that identify their
responsibilities for maintaining the structures and the role of the Borough. Establish a process to
coordinate maintenance, operations, and repair of culverts with property owners where shared
responsibility for functionality exists.
7.2.6 Educate the Public
Targeted outreach increases public awareness of the challenges the Borough faces in delivery of
stormwater services to address flooding, water quality and infrastructure needs. Coordinated and
targeted public education supports public understanding within the community for stormwater user fee
and overall program decisions. A consistent, easily understandable message to the public about the
process, purpose, and policies impacting the Borough creates the transparency that is critical during the
process of developing a stormwater user fee and making adjustments to the level of service in stormwater
management.
Public education is a key component of the water quality compliance strategies for addressing MS4 permit
compliance. Citizen involvement through public information sessions, the Borough website, and mailers
are important methods to provide information on key policy issues and user fee development.
Ramp-up strategy:
• Identify the key audiences, messages, and most effective means of outreach for each audience so
that property owners and rate payers can understand and support the need for a new stormwater
program. Develop fact sheets and web content with information on the stormwater management
program and financing. Present findings of the activities occurring during the ramp-up strategy to
Borough leadership at three public meetings throughout the ramp up period. Facilitate two
townhall sessions to provide a forum for the public to ask questions about the stormwater
program, its benefits, and its impact.
7.2.7 Determine Legal Framework& Draft Ordinances/ Agreements
The Borough’s options for creating a stormwater user fee currently require the formation of a new
authority or an amendment to an existing authority. The Borough and the Authority should consider their
options to define agreements between an authority for implementing an organizational structure that is
consistent with the needs of the community and the Municipality Authorities Act. This should include
documentation of the relationship between the authority and the Borough in regard to the Borough’s
MS4 permit; clarification of which body sets the user fee rate; determination of the role of a
Neighborhood Improvement District; and finalization of the decision-making process on priorities and
policy discussed in Section 5. The Pennsylvania legislature is considering a bill that would enable
stormwater user fees outside of the structure of an authority as an option the Borough could consider.
Ramp-up strategy:
• Authorize the Authority’s to amend its charter to include stormwater responsibilities. Draft and
review agreements between the Borough and the Authority that identify responsibilities for
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management of the stormwater infrastructure and MS4 compliance, roles during capital projects,
method of financing activities, and authority to set rates and collect and distribute funds.
7.2.8 Refine Future Program
Using input from staff, elected and appointed officials, and the Stakeholder Committee, Borough
leadership should refine the prioritized lists of services and projects presented in Section 4 of this Plan. A
clear and complete understanding of the stormwater program of services, including understanding the
revenue and cash flow requirements, is critical to the legal defensibility of a stormwater user fee. The
program of services defined by the community is the foundation for the rate charged to property owners.
It will include a credit policy if desired by the Borough that provides ratepayers with an option to reduce
their user fee by performing specific activities that reduce the Borough’s cost to implement the
stormwater program. Once this program is finalized, the Borough can complete a business model for longterm operation that addresses roles, responsibilities, policy, and funding.
Ramp-up strategy:
• In coordination with the Stakeholder Advisory Committee and the findings of the Stone Arch
Culvert Strategy, review the program of services identified in Figures 12 and 13. Create a program
plan that defines the pace of stormwater services, includes the capital projects to be completed
in the first five and 10 years of the new program, establishes a credit program, and determines
cost of each stormwater program element.
7.3 Timeline
It is anticipated that once dedicated funding is established, the process of building the Borough’s
stormwater program to address all of the priorities stated in Section 4 will take a decade or longer.
However, by following this road map and the process of establishing dedicated funding, the Borough will
be on a track to improve its financial, workforce, and administrative capacities to provide the stormwater
services necessary to maintain a healthy, growing community.
The schedule presented in Figure 33 is aggressive, with the intent of implementing a dedicated revenue
source through a stormwater user fee by the end of calendar year 2017. As each task is completed,
Borough leadership will gain information needed to make final decisions to enact a stormwater user fee.
The Borough may then have the means to take significant action on pursuing its first tier priorities in 2018.
In the meantime, the Borough will maintain its current stormwater services while beginning additional
services such as engaging stakeholders, educating the public, establishing a billing system, and refining
the stormwater program plan during the ramp-up period presented in Figure 11.
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Figure 33. Ramp-up Strategy Implementation Timeline
Cost Estimate

Continue Current Services
Hire new administrative staff
(Q3 and Q4 only)

See Figure 6: Current Program

Ramp-up Phase

Implementation Strategy

$18 – 24,000

Assess Billing Systems

$8 – 10,000

Digitize Impervious Area & Define Rate
Structure

$10 – 14,000

Define Stone Arch Culvert Strategy

$14 – 16,000

Educate the Public

$16 – 24,000

Refine Future Program
Enact Stormwater User Fee
Cost Estimate for Ramp-up Strategy New Services
Initiate Tier 1 Activities
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$20 – 22,000

Engage Stakeholders

Determine Legal Framework & Draft
Ordinances/ Agreements

J

$8 – 10,000
$12 – 14,000

$106 - $134,000
See Figures 11, 12, and 13
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